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Regional and site-specific information are integrated in the report. Each report section begins 
by presenting the broad regional overview. Information from all of the NTKP for that topic 
has been summarized. Some regional maps are provided but in general, consultant quotes 
are not included as part of this overview. The overview is followed by a reporting of all 
available information with the Local Study Area from the transcripts. These data were 
compiled by extracting from the NTKP the text data that was linked to the map information 
within the study area.  

The consultants’ words are presented as they were spoken, edited for English and clarity but 
without interpretation. Explanatory notes are provided in coloured text. Consultant replies 
are encased in quotes. A series of dots ‘…’ indicates where text has been omitted.  

2. THE KITIKMIUT - AN OVERVIEW 

Inuit travelled extensive distances throughout the year, migrating seasonally among hunting, 
trapping and fishing grounds, but they had strong affinities to particular places. Consultants 
refer to Inuit from a specific area with the suffix ‘miut’. For example, people from Kingaok 
are ‘Kingaokmiut’ and all Inuit from the central Arctic or Kitikmeot region are ‘Kitikmiut’.  

Kitikmiut were once known as Copper Inuit. In the 1950s and 1960s they lived in the principal 
settlements of Kugluktuk (Coppermine), Ekaluktutiak (Cambridge Bay), Ulukhaktok (Holman 
or Holman Island), Bathurst Inlet and Innaghakvik (Perry Island) (Abrahamson et al. 1964). 
Camps of one, two or more families were scattered throughout the region with the most 
northerly camp being at Berkeley Point and the most southerly camp at Nonatoklik (Pellatt 
Lake) (Abrahamson et al. 1964). The NTKP consultants had little to no knowledge of 
Ulukhaktok and the more northerly areas of Victoria Island. 

The NTKP is the knowledge of Inuit from the West Kitikmeot who described themselves as 
belonging to one of three regional groups (Figure 2): 

• Ocean Inuit – people of the sea. These Inuit lived on Killinik (Victoria Island), the 
Coronation Gulf coast, and on the sea ice in winter. They primarily depended on 
seals and obtained caribou pelts for clothing from trading with inlanders. 

• Nunamiut (Inlanders) – ‘people of the land’. These Inuit primarily lived inland near 
Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake), Kaomaogaktok (Rockinghorse Lake) and 
Napaktolik. They travelled to the coast to trade with coastal and ocean people for 
marine products that were not available to them, and to trade their furs at the 
trading posts. 

• Kiligiktokmiut – ‘people of the small stitches’. These Inuit, known for their fine 
sewing skills, lived adjacent to Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) (Figure 3, Figure 4, 
Figure 5) and in the Kugyoak (Perry River) and Kunayok (Ellice River) drainages. 
They often traveled inland to hunt. Their hunting areas overlapped with Ocean 
Inuit who travelled to the Kugyoak and Kunayok areas to hunt caribou and to 
trap. 

These group affinities changed if a person married someone from another area, if people 
moved due to changes in wildlife abundance, and when people started to live in coastal 
communities. 
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C25 “…When people met together at Tahikyoak there would be people greeting 

each other from Kugluktuk, Hanigayok (James River), Kunayok (Ellice River), and 

places near Kunayok further to the east. Inuit used to stay at Kunayok too long ago 

looking for food, close to Hanigayok (James River). 

Inland, there would be people from Cambridge Bay, Kugluktuk and Hanigayok. Those 

were the main groups of people greeting one another. They would go inland to hunt 

for food at Tahikaffaloknahik (Itchen Lake). On the way from Tahikyoak to Kingaok, 

people would stop at Kingalhoak (Nose Lake). Sometimes there would be people only 

from Kugluktuk. Sometimes there were people from Kugyoak (Perry River) but not 

often). I’m not too sure but I don’t think there were very many people from Kugyoak 

who traveled inland. 

Around 1951 my relatives started to gather along the coast. Once they reached the 

ocean they started to only stay along the coast. Now they remain at the ocean…” 

2.1. Time Frame of the NTKP 

Kitikmiut did not always live in communities. Before the 1950s, Kugluktuk, Ekaluktutiak, 
Kingaok and Omingmaktok did not exist as permanent settlements. They were important 
seasonal harvesting places. At times of abundance such as caribou migration, seal 
concentrations and fish spawning runs, people would gather and live together for short 
periods. For most of the year small family groups traveled alone, hunting their traditional 
routes.  

The fur trade was the most significant factor to alter the lives of Kitikmiut. The first posts 
were floating and mobile. Schooners anchored in places Inuit were known to frequent, and 
they moved frequently. These floating posts were common before 1920 but became less 
important and eventually prohibited by the late 1920s (Usher 1971). 

Permanent posts were subsequently established by the CanAlaska Trading Company 
(CanAlaska) and the Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) and their spread was rapid (Usher 1971). 
Virtually all protected harbours were used for winter trapping and trading sites. New posts 
were established every year, often to intercept Inuit traveling from their winter camps to 
more established posts. Posts opened and closed quickly, depending on where Inuit were 
located on the land. Eventually the other posts closed and HBC dominated the area. 

There were four main administrative trading areas for Kitikmiut, Cambridge Bay, 
Coppermine, Bathurst Inlet and Perry River (Abrahamson et al. 1964). The HBC Cambridge 
Bay post built in 1921 serviced a large region bounded by Nagyoktok (Richardson Islands) in 
the west and Kikiktakyoak (Jenny Lind Island) in the east The Bernard Harbour post 
(Nolahokyok) operated from 1916 to 1932 and Read Island (Kikiktanayok) from 1931 to 1962 
(Abrahamson et al. 1964).  

The first post was established at Kugluktuk in 1916 by independent fur trader Charles 
(Christian) Klengenberg. The HBC post was built in 1927. The Coppermine trading area 
included Paatlik (Rae River), Kognahik (Richardson River), Emik (Basil Bay), Tuktutuk (Lady 
Franklin Point) and Kugluktoalok (Tree River) (Abrahamson et al. 1964). Smaller important 
post locations were at Tree River (1917-1928) and Kugakyoak (1928-1936). 
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The first posts in Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) were built in the 1920s and moved frequently 
until becoming established at Kingaok (1930-1964). In 1964 that post was moved to 
Omingmaktok (Bay Chimo) where it operated until 1968. The trading area for the Bathurst 
Inlet posts included Kangihokvik (Gordon Bay), Hanigakhik (Brown Sound), Katimanak 
Kangihok (Arctic Sound) and Kangihoakyok (Daniel Moore Bay) (Abrahamson et al. 1964). 

Perry River (Kugyoak) was the last area to be settled by fur traders. The HBC post was first 
located at Kugyoak (1926-1928), on Omanaahak (Flagstaff Island) (1937-1941) and then 
Innaghakvik (Perry Island) (1957-1967). Beginning in 1928 until 1957, independent Inuk trader 
(Stephen) Angulalik ran the Perry River trading post, later partnering with CanAlaska and 
then the HBC. The trading area for the Perry River posts included Kugyoak, Aoulativikyoak 
(Whitebear Point), Atkinson Point, Kangoyak (Ogden Bay), Johnson Point and Potolik (Hat 
Island) (Abrahamson et al. 1964).  

The demand for fur influenced Inuit to modify their hunting patterns and seasonal travel. 
Their routines now included visits to the trading posts, to sell furs and buy provisions. The 
posts brought new types of food, tobacco and tools. They became places of support when 
people were having a hard time finding food. Later the stores supplied Inuit with firearms 
and snowmachines. These tools allowed Inuit to become more proficient at obtaining food 
and made their lives easier. 

Soon after the fur traders the Roman Catholic and Anglican missionaries arrived. Inuit were 
introduced to God and they wove religion into the fabric of their lives. It was the missionaries 
who gave Inuit the means to write their own language and they embraced the ability to 
express themselves in this way. 

The Naonaiyaotit Traditional Knowledge Project begins just before that time of contact. 
Some of the elder consultants remembered the first time they saw a kablunak, a white 
person. They remembered hunting with bows and arrows, and the first time they shot a rifle. 
They remembered the first time they saw a snow-machine, a ship and a plane.  

2.1. Events in the Lives of Inuit 

Some of the consultants talk about important events in their lives that outsiders brought to 
their land. These included the DEW Line, the Lupin Gold Mine (Lupin) and residential schools. 
For many, Lupin was their first experience with an operating mine. 

The Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line was designed and built during the 1950s as an air 
defence early warning of invasion of North America by Russia. Of the 63 radar sites that 
stretched from Alaska to Baffin Island, 16 were located in the west Kitikmeot. Many Inuit 
were involved in the construction of the stations and the dozens of camps and airstrips that 
were built and they remained employed during the 30 years of operation of the DEW line 
(Sperry 2001). One or two family groups were always camped at or near the various stations, 
fishing, hunting, and relying upon the radar stations for help at times of food scarcity 
(Abrahamson et al. 1964). 

The Lupin Gold Mine was owned and operated by Echo Bay Mines Limited. It was located at 
the north end of Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake), on the south shore. Construction began in 
1980 and the mine operated from 1982 through to 2003. Some fifty Kitikmiut worked at the 
mine over its lifetime. Some Inuk workers moved their families with them and they lived in 
outpost camps adjacent to the mine site. 
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Many of the consultants had been sent away to residential mission schools. The elder 
consultants had been sent to Aklavik (1919-1959) and Inuvik (1959-1970) and younger people 
were sent to Yellowknife. In Kugluktuk, the Anglican Church ran a tent hostel school in the 
community from 1955 to 1959, allowing some Kitikmiut to attend school closer to home. 

3. KITIKMIUT HERITAGE AND LIFEWAYS 

Inuit use of the land is given the term ‘lifeways’. A travel route was not only for travel, it was 
also a place to harvest caribou, fish, trap, camp and live. Inuit were ultimate multi-taskers; 
each location on the land had multiple uses and more than one reason why it was important. 

Nunamiut depended on terrestrial wildlife species, particularly caribou. Ocean People 
depended on marine species, particularly seals, and Kiligiktokmiut had access to both. All the 
Kitikmiut groups lived in igloos during the winter and in skin tents during the summer. Except 
for a few areas with an abundance of caribou or seals, large winter camps were a rarity. In 
general, camps were seasonal, spread across the landscape, and only used for a few days at a 
time. Inuit had to travel because the resources they depended upon were widely distributed, 
in space and in time. However, this does not mean that Kitikmiut were nomadic wanderers. 
They understood the cycles of the animals and where and when they had to be at particular 
places to intercept them. 

Gathering places and travel routes of Ocean Inuit and Nunamiut within the regional study 
area are summarized with representative quotes. Use of the Bathurst Inlet area and the Local 
Study Area is presented in detail following these sections. 

3.1. Gathering Places: Major Camps 

3.1.1. Ocean Inuit 

Ocean Inuit lived adjacent to the Coronation Gulf coast, on coastal islands where nattik 
(seals) were abundant, on Killinik (Victoria Island), and on the sea ice during the winter 
(Figure 6, Figure 7). Important centres on Victoria Island were Tahikyoak (Ferguson Lake) and 
Novok (Rymer Point). Kikiktanayok (Read Island) was a major centre for Inuit who lived and 
trapped at Kanikyoak (Prince Albert Sound) because the trading post was located there. 

In winter Ocean Inuit lived on the sea ice in large igloo camps where they primarily hunted 
nattik through their breathing holes. These camps didn’t stay in one place but moved once 
nattik became scarce. Prior to moving camp Inuit hunters scouted out new camping sites 
with many seal holes. 

Ocean Inuit regularly traveled to the islands in winter and summer. They went to Gjoa Haven 
and beyond using kayait (plural of kayak), wooden boats and ultimately motor boats. Many 
of the islands in Coronation and Queen Maud Gulfs, especially the larger islands, were 
important seasonal living areas. There was frequent mention of Potolik (Hat Island), 
Kikiktakyoak (Jenny Lind Island), Kikiktakyoak (Melbourne Island), Egloovikan (meaning 
place with old sod houses, Edinburgh Island) and Ekaktolikyoak (Camping Island). 
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Mainland areas used by coastal people included Paatlik (Rae River), Kognahik (Richardson 
River), Kayotaktok (Cape Young), Tahikpak (Bluenose Lake) which is the calving area for 
Bluenose-East caribou, and Kugluktuk. To the east, the mouths of Kugakyoak (Kugaryuak 
River) and Kugluktoalok (Tree River) were sites of traditional camps. Inland, many coastal 
Inuit lived seasonally at Tahiapik (Dismal Lakes). 

C3 “In the spring or winter Inuit would go to a camping area out on the ice east of 

here. They also went to another area a little further east where they would camp 

during the winter. 

These winter camping areas on the sea ice were located off the coast of Kugyoak 

(Perry River), Kikiktakyoak (Melbourne Island), Kikiktakyoak (Jenny Lind Island) 

and Killinik (Victoria Island). 

... They spent the winter in those areas. When it was time to leave their igloo they 

would head to the islands or the mainland. From those islands they would look for 

seals. They hunted seals and stored the seal fat…” 

C19 “… I've spent the summers… around the shorelines by Ekalivik (at Anderson 

Bay, Killink (Victoria Island)), Koyapik (Stromness Bay) and Kunayok (Ellice River)…  

The ocean ice takes a lot longer to melt… although there still is water on top of the 

ice. This river channel that flows to Kingaok gets full of water right away. When we 

traveled through that area of the river it was like that and it's still like that today 

when we travel to Tahikyoak.  

When Inuit traveled close to the coast they didn’t rush because the ocean ice takes 

longer to melt. The Burnside River (Ayapakpaktokvik) is so easy to break up because 

it's wide and that is why when Inuit were returning inland they would rush. We 

would stay at these places on the coast when we finished staying inland. After I 

married Kaiyogana I never went back inland but only traveled to places close to 

Cambridge Bay. 

When I stayed with Ohokak and Kimakton, I stayed with them for a very long time, 

from spring through summer… I spent a summer over here (east of Kingakyok (Cape 

Colborne). That time we traveled along the shoreline by dogteam to over here (bay 

at the mouth of Ekalivik and Koyapik). I spent summer and winter over there too...” 

C20a “We hunt seals anywhere in this area at Nuvughiit (Jameson Islands)… When 

people hunted for seals that is where they would camp on the sea ice south of 

Nuvughiit.” 

C35 “… We would stay at Enuinigit (Deadman Islands) and at Nanukton (Nanukton 

Island) when we were hunting seals. It used to be fun to travel back then. This is 

Kikiktakyoak (Chantry Island). We also stayed at Nagak (Cache Point) when we were 

hunting seals. We also hunted seals at Okaliit (Includes Liston, Sutton and Harkness 
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Islands)… 

We stayed at those areas like Epiolik, Lady Franklin Point and Dickens Point when we 

were traveling along the coast. We hunted seals during the winter close to Harkness 

Island. When we returned to Kugluktuk, we would go by Nolahokyok (Bernard 

Harbour) to visit but we camped at Novok (Cape Krusenstern). 

When we had no children, when we were hunting seals in the spring, we would go by 

Lady Franklin Point to Otekvik (Point) hunting ducks and gathering duck eggs. We 

also went to Black Berry Islands hunting seals. I know all those islands like Paongaton 

(Black Berry Islands), Nanukton, Otekvik, Haodlon, Kalviokvik, Kolikhat (one of 

Berens Islands), Kitokat (one of Berens Islands), Ekalioligayok, and Nunatonik (one of 

Lawford Islands). We stayed there and we know all those places.  

Naoyat (Couper Islands), Kugakyoak and the island north of Kugakyoak; from all 

these places we hunted seals when my parents were still alive, even before I got 

married. Aptalok, Pigingayolik, Anagoiyakhakvik, Kikiktahokyok (Seven-Mile Island), 

Kugakyoaknahik (Asiak River), and Evonaakyok; I know these places from my father 

because he used to hunt seals from there in the spring…” 

3.1.2. Nunamiut 

Nunamiut lived together in large camps during winter, spring and fall. They hunted caribou 
during spring and fall migrations. They trapped in the winter and travelled to the trading post 
stores in spring and fall to sell and trade their furs, obtain provisions, and to visit with other 
Inuit. For the rest of the year they traveled across the land fishing and hunting in the same 
places that their ancestors used. 

One of the most important gathering places for Nunamiut was Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake) 
(Figure 6, Figure 7).). Inuit more or less lived continuously in the Tahikyoak area since at least 
the late 1920s (Abrahamson et al. 1964), and prior to that, on a seasonal basis. Bathurst 
caribou have consistently migrated through Tahikyoak and despite annual fluctuations in 
numbers, people could rely on harvesting a lot of animals at traditional crossing points twice 
each year. Unlike much of Inuit land where in winter the majority of animals had already left 
for the south, caribou were present at Tahikyoak in winter, and frequently in large numbers. 
Year-round occupation of Tahikyoak by Inuit was made easier when firearms were 
introduced and food was easier to obtain (Abrahamson et al. 1964). 

Other major wintering areas included Napaktolik, Kaomaogaktok (Rockinghorse Lake), 
Kingalhoak (Nose Lake), Tahikaffaloknahik (Itchen Lake), Hanigakhik and James River (Figure 
6). These gathering places were used for the past century and most likely for centuries 
before that. Inuit in the Tahikyoak area typically traded at Bathurst Inlet trading posts and 
Inuit in the Napaktolik area typically traded at Kugluktuk and Read Island posts. This trading 
pattern can be seen in their travel routes (Figure 7). 

C1 “People like the Kudlak(s) mostly stayed around the lake narrows at Aimaokatalok 

(Kathawachaga Lake), during the summers hunting caribou. From there some of the 

people would go down to Kingaok in the spring after they finished trapping… 
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From anywhere around there inland Inuit would go see the white people at the 

Kingaok trading post, even from Aallik. They would also go to the Kugluktuk trading 

post… 

This is also another area (central-east Tahikyoak) where Inuit used to stay. In the past 

there was a lot of caribou swimming there. All this area was just full of caribou when 

the caribou were heading south in the fall. The caribou went through here. Frank 

Kellogok and I were staying around here that time. Inuit would go see white people 

at the store from there too, and from Ahiak (on Tahikyoak) also. Nigak(s) used to 

stay around that area (Tahikyoak) too long ago…” 

C1 “… There used to be lots of Inuit at Kaomaogaktok. They used to go see white 

people at the stores from somewhere around there, even from Napaktolik. In 1970 

there were still people staying at Napaktolik who used to travel to Kugluktuk to 

trade…” 

C23 “Long ago there used to be lots of people at the places where Inuit hunted, 

around Tahikyoak. Now there are no Inuit down there. Long ago there were lots of 

people at Tahikyoak …” 

Inuit from Tahikyoak would come closer together during the fall. Because Kugluktuk 

is far they would go to Kingaok to purchase supplies, after the ice in the lakes was 

thick enough to travel on. Kingaok is closer to Tahikyoak then Kugluktuk is during the 

fall. 

From near Tahikyoak and Napaktolik other Inuit would travel to Kugluktuk when the 

ice was thick enough to travel on. There would be lots of people traveling together 

to purchase supplies.” 

C31 “… There were big families (staying) at the winter camps, at Kaomaogaktok and 

at the narrows of the lakes. I don't know the names of all the lakes where people 

stayed as Inuit used to be spread out. The main places were Napaktolik, Tahiapik 

Akolik (Dismal Lakes, middle section), Kaomaogaktok, Tahikafalok, Tahikyoak, Ahiak 

(Fairy Lake River) and Kugakyoak.” 

3.1.3. Kiligiktokmiut 

Kiligiktokmiut have used Kilogiktok on a continuous basis for thousands of years. Similar to 
Tahikyoak, Kiligiktokmik had an abundance of food, including caribou (tuktuk) in winter, 
large calving areas, and nattik (seals). Inuit not only lived at Kingaok, but along the many 
bays of the Inlet and near the many narrows. The settlements at Kingaok and Omingmaktok 
were not established until after the trading posts were erected there in the 1920s and 1964, 
respectively (Usher 1971).  

Their major camps were located on Kilingoyak (Kent Peninsula), Kingaok, and a number of 
locations on both shores of Kiligiktokmik. Katimanak, at the junction of Hanimok (Mara 
River) and Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside River), and the junction of James River and Hivogahik 
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(Hood River), were locations of major camps, as were several locations on Huikkittak and 
Kilokgiktok (Western River) (Figure 8). 

Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake), the location of Bathurst caribou calving grounds, was an 
important camping area during the consultants’ lifetimes, their parents and grandparents, 
and for Inuit before them. Tudlak, at the outflow into Hanningayuk, is an old traditional 
community. Further to the east, the mouths of Kugyoak (Perry River) and Kunayok (Ellice 
River) were major Inuit gathering areas (Figure 6, Figure 7). 

3.1.3.1. Omingmaktok and Kiligiktokmik East Coast 

C11 “There is Piginganik and Kingmigot… Kukiviakyok was named because it is a 

small river. This is where there would be deep snow. People would go down here, 

and here, lots. I will make it down this way, and mark this area with deep snow this 

way; this is where there is usually deep snow too; at Kalgilik…”  

C11 is describing travel from the east coast of Kiligiktokmik, traveling inland at 

Hiukkittak to Inukholik and then across the land to Kalgilik. 

C11 “This one here, traditional camping ground, this is a traditional camping ground 

(at the mouth of Hiukkittak)…” 

C15 “Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay) is an important area for hunting… In the summer 

we hunted caribou and trapped in the winter (Kiligiktokmik area; camping area at 

Kilanaktokvik south of Omingmaktok)…” 

C16b “… During the summer we traveled by… Ekatukyoak (channel) and near there, 

also by the island (Bear Island)… There on Bear Island are the two kaihimayonik 

(high hills or eskers) you were talking about. Our travel routes were around here… 

They include the southern part of Gordon Bay… and to Ekatukyoak.  

I used to catch lots of fish at the river (Kokiviayok), with Tigitkok. Niptanatiak’s 

parents used to stay there… We went there (to Kingaok) to visit family, even from 

Ekatukyoak…” 

C20a “People still use that area. This river and lake have one name… They are really 

close to each other; the lake and the river are named Ekalivik… They have one name 

because they are one.” 

C20b “… There are campsites from as far as I can remember, the whole map, right 

from here, because I went all over, the whole thing as I was growing up (all along 

Hiukkittak)… That is an old winter camp site (mouth of Hiukkittak, north shore).” 

C203 “I was born in Cambridge Bay (Ekaluktutiak) in 1963. I grew up in Bay Chimo 

(Omingmaktok) for eight years, eight to nine years, right here…” 
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C214 “… There are willows there, and vegetation, there's a beautiful island there too, 

Manigak. I've been to Manigak before; it must be smooth land eh? The whole island is 

Manigak.” 

C214 “… We've only spent summers at Kokiviayok. There is a river as well. It's small 

but there are a lot of fish… The ice is always there in the summer, even in the heat 

the ice won't go.” 

3.1.3.1. Kiligiktokmik West Coast 

C11 “In the past, people would spend spring and summer at Kangighoakyok (Daniel 

Moore Bay). That is where they would live during the summer, at the river during the 

spring.” 

C11 mapped a line from Tagionoak (a lake at the mouth of Kangighoakyok) south 

to James River and due east to the north end of Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay). 

C11 “… This was about the time the missionary first came. This whole area here is 

where people use to live and hunt (near Tikigakyok (Wollaston Point), Eglookayoalik 

(Igloriua Island)). The trading post was set up when I was growing up. This is where 

some houses were. There are houses here where CanAlaska had a trading post. It 

wasn't the Hudson's Bay, it was a trading post run by the government. The other 

post was CanAlaska.” 

C16a “… Kokiviayok (to the east of Tinney Hills) is the river where Panegyuk(s) and 

Agligoitok(s) used to stay. They used to say that there were lots of fish there. 

Kaniak(s) also used to stay there… They (his wife and her family) used to travel from 

Kokiviayok to Kingaok to visit their families." 

C17 “I camped at the south tip of Kanuyak (Kanuyak Island)…” 

C17 “… This is a camp I used to know, at Piginganik (Manning Point)…” 

C17 “… If it was a spring camp you would mostly see caribou bones at that time of 

the year. … Apighoak's camp was behind Tinney Hills (due west of the southern limit 

of the mountain range)… There are tent frames and caribou bones… We used to call 

it upper camp.” 

C17 “I used to camp around here too, around the narrows (shoreline north of 

Kikiagyok - between Banks Peninsula and Goulburn Islands; and north shoreline of 

Hingighalok (island)…” 

C25 “… This is called Kitigpagiak, it is south of Kingaok. In this place there are lots of 

willows, and it is close to Tahikyoak. It is a very high area… That is why you can see it 

right away, because the Tahikyoak area has low hills… People used to stay there, at a 

place called Mayoateet (plural of Mayoatok.). 
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Taipana(s) and Hagialok(s)… camped at Mayoateet during the winter. They climbed 

the cliff and Taipana couldn't climb down afterwards. His wife helped him and they 

both climbed down…” 

This area always used to have people but not very many because it was a place where 

people stopped en-route and did not camp for a season. People traveling through 

there stopped there. They called it Kitigpagiak because travelers used that route… 

There is an old campsite in that area (Kitigpagiak). I've passed through there during 

the summer… The travelers would travel through the middle of the area. There are 

old campsites around there. Koihok's wife, Nahogaloak, knows that area. Koihok 

stayed there when he was a young man… 

You can see these hills from far away in the distance, when you travel during the 

winter. It looks white and shiny…” 

C210 “I traveled with my parents mostly here (east shore of Banks Peninsula). They 

used to have a camp right there at Katimanak Kangihok (Arctic Sound). Winter and 

summer both, and fall, small cabins. That was when I was small. They went all the 

way to Bay Chimo (Omingmaktok) to go shopping or to Bathurst (Kingaok). That's 

where they use to live there for a while.” 

C212 “… We wintered at Katimanak Kangihok (Arctic Sound) for five years. I was 

fourteen years old when we left (in 1957)…” 

3.1.3.2. Kingaok and Area 

C5 “Our major camp, the one that we always went to in winter, spring and summer 

was at Kingaok (Bathurst inlet), because there also was a trading post, a Hudson's 

Bay Company post…” 

C11 “There is a store here that people used to go down to, that is where they met 

white people. This area is called Tikigakyok (Young Point). Tikigakyok. This little 

point here, Tikigakyok… This is another traditional camping area, it's called 

Aniakhiokvik.” 

C17 “… This is Aniakhiokvik (Fishing Creek). Around here are old campsites. We used 

to camp there too… 

We camped near town (Kingaok), at the cabins… We don’t go camping much 

anymore. We mainly stay around Kingaok and Fishing Creek. We also used to go 

camp at Kikiktagafalok (Young Islands). 

We mostly camp during the spring; April, May and the first week of June, if we can 

still get around. We go by skidoo but sometimes it's too slushy and there are many 

ice cracks. There we went for a couple of weeks or a few days, it depends.” 
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C17 “… There is an old camp here, on this island (a small island four-km north of 

Fishing Lake). We found this not too long ago, we never knew it was there before. 

We found it right on this island. The blinds are constructed with rocks, like little 

houses… They might have put their meat caches in there. I don't know how many 

there are, ten or less. I think they are mostly for caribou. We looked inside them and 

there were caribou bones. Yes, there is something to see if you are on that island..." 

C25 “… There is a high cliff called Mayoatok by Kingaok. You can see this hill from a 

long ways… You can see it right away from Kingaok. It's really hard to climb so 

sometimes only the men climbed it… It's close to the shore from Kingaok. It's a really 

high, rough area…” 

C210 “Right where they, at the trading post right in Bathurst Inlet (Kingaok), that’s 

where they go camping (area immediately south of Kingaok)… Boy, lots of caribou 

around there.” 

3.1.3.1. Kiligiktokmik South 

C4oming “When I was a young boy maybe this on here, there used to be a trading 

post there (south end of Tahikafalok (Bathurst Lake). Long ago when I was a young 

boy.” 

C6 “… We reached their camp by walking (from a small lake 20 km to the north to 

the south end of Tikigak). Etoktok had a boat then, he had passed us by because he 

had been travelling in the lower area. He must have come from our camp, where the 

food was… This is where we walked packing our belongings.” 

C11 “… This place is Hikinikgogiak. People would spend time here during the spring, 

and travel this way, the caribou were here as well during the summer...” 

C17 “… We camped for a couple of weeks or few days, it depended on availability of 

game. We went over here camping once, a long time ago (south of Tahikafalok 

(Bathurst Lake)), in the 1980s in the spring… There were no caribou there, but there 

were wolves and lots of other wildlife like muskox…” 

C20b “Here is another camp (on esker south of Tahikafalok (Bathurst Lake)).” 

C20b “Here (north shore of Hannigayok (Back River), 18 km east of Kongok), this is 

where my parents used to winter.” 

C20b “… I spent some time there when I was packing Etokana. When I had my first 

child, he was born here (on a widening of Kunayok (Ellice River), where the river 

changes direction from southwest to southeast).” 

C28 “This is Kilogiktok (mouth of Kilokgiktok (Western River)… This part of the river 

is as big as a lake; this is where we spent one summer…” 
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C28 “… I have spent some summers here as well (southern Kilogiktok (Western 

River) about 20 km north of Hannigayok on Beechey Lake)." 

3.1.3.2. Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) 

C4Oming “During freeze up we walked here and spent the winter. This is where we 

spent the winter. Tudlak, that's Tudlak, and that's Beechey Lake close by. We spent 

one winter there (two-km northwest of Hannigayok)). When I was just about fifteen, 

in 1949.” 

C4oming “I would spend winters here, (junction of Hanningayuk and Hannigayok 

(Back River) in the summer I always stayed here. I remember the first time the 

caribou used to stay on this side.” 

C6 “… Over here this area is called Papegak…, by the outflow of Hanningayuk. Long 

ago at Papegak there was a topikavik (a place to put a tent) along the shore, which is 

where the people camped.” 

C6 “… This is where we waited for freeze-up (place seven-km north of Hannigayok 

(Winter Water Reach)). 

C6 “People would gather here at Christmas. We would come here sometimes to this 

area after my husband and I got together (on south side of Hanningayuk seven-km 

west of Kongok). When my husband and I first got together this is where we 

camped. This is where I married when my father passed away in 1949. We got 

married when the priest was here…” 

C6 “1949, I was using this travel route in this direction, after I married Henry, 1951, 

1950, 1949, and this area as well, where is it now. During the spring time in March 

we'd take this route to Bathurst Inlet (Kingaok) (south Kilogiktook (Burnside Bay)). 

We’d travel to this area as well from Bathurst Inlet (Kingaok), going this way.  

The next year we travelled this way (from Kingaok south following Western River 

then overland to Hanningayuk). Here it is; this lake is called Tahikafalok. There were 

houses in this area as well (five-km south of Kilogiktok). 

There had been houses here in the past, before we were born. This is a river. We 

travelled inland from this area here, to this area here (from Kingaok south following 

Western River then overland to Hanningayuk). This is what they call Ellice River 

(Kunayok). People called it Ellice River (Kunayok)… We went from here; we were 

taken here in the spring, and stayed there for the summer (point halfway between 

Hanningayuk and Kunayok). People called it Ellice River (Kunayok).” 

C11 “This crossing is a traditional camping ground (between Hanningayuk and 

Hannigayok (Back River))…” 

C11 “This area is a traditional camp (area on Kunayok (Ellice River) where it changes 
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direction from southeast to south). Fall. September. All of them. Along here. People 

too. There are stories that people used to live here shortly after rifles came around… 

Us, we'd travel down that way. Caribou would travel along the area, people would 

walk and hunt.” 

C11 “This is where Ellice River (Kunayok) flows from. It is a traditional camping 

ground. We used this. This is another traditional hunting and camping area. We'd 

visit with others along here (a large area on south end of Kunayok where it empties 

into a small lake). Sometimes people would winter there after they've spent the 

summer.” 

C16a “… We wintered there (at Hanningayuk) for two years and then we returned to 

Kingaok. This was around spring after we finished trapping during the winter with 

Komak(s). We were the only ones there because a plane came and picked them up to 

go to Cambridge Bay. There were only three of us left there that time, because the 

children went to school. 

… We camped for nine nights (when we walked from Hanningayuk to Kingaok). 

There were lots of mosquitoes. It was too hot so we would walk after it cooled 

down… It took a long time because of all the mosquitoes… We saw (caribou) calves 

and cows even grizzlies… Ducks, loons and geese would fly over us…” 

C20b “I must have been about eleven (1940s). I must have been that age when I 

remember people travelling around. Camping here (tip of lake, eight-km north of 

Hannigayok (Winter Water Reach)… 

When I was a little girl that is where my parents would wait for the caribou to cross 

(two camps: four-km south of Kongok on south side of Hanningayuk and upper-mid 

Hanningayuk ).” 

 I remember we spent one fall near Hanningayuk without food (at the camp near 

Kongok). We were without food and moved down from Hanningayuk. It must've 

happened more than once, but I don't remember.” 

C28 “…This lake is where we'd watch caribou calves. This is Beechey Lake 

(Hanningayuk). This is where Ekalut(s) would camp (east of Tudlak on Hanningayuk). 

This is called Tahialok (narrows at Hannigayik (Winter Water Reach), this is where we 

had a tent and that's where caribou would swim (at Tudlak). It was fun in the past; it 

was a lot of fun back then.” 

3.2. Travel Routes 

C25 “When I became an adult, long ago, I walked from Kingaok to Tahikyoak 

(Contwoyto Lake). It used to lots of fun when I was walking back then. I was never 

sad, just walking…” 
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Before contact, the main mode of Inuit transportation was walking and dog-team. It was only 
in the early 1960s that the snowmachine replaced the dogteam as the main mode of 
transportation. Inuit used dogteams when hunting tuktuk (caribou) and nattik (seals), and 
for packing supplies. During winter sleds were used to pack and transport belongings, on sea 
ice and river ice. In the snow-free season backpacks were placed on the dogs. 

When the ocean, lakes and rivers were ice-free, Inuit used kayait and flat-bottomed boats 
made of skins over a frame of willows. When lumber became available these were replaced 
by wooden boats with oars and then boats powered with outboard motors. 

Kiligiktokmiut and Nunamiut traveled to the fur-trading posts from wherever they had 
wintered. Typically two major trips were made, before the trapping season in the fall to 
obtain supplies on credit, and in the spring to sell their furs and payback the advance. Inuit 
also traveled to the posts during special occasions such as Christmas, and if they found 
themselves short of supplies or food during the winter. 

Except for travel to the fur trading posts where the destination was the goal, Inuit travel 
routes were also harvesting and camping routes. Even when they were travelling to the 
posts, they had to hunt and fish to provide food for themselves and their dogs. 

C3 "... I used to be backpacked by my father I remember but I also walked. When I got 

tired he would carry me on top of his backpack. They would go inland, camping as 

they traveled, heading to where there were more caribou. When they arrived where 

there were a lot of caribou they would stop. They hunted from that spot and they 

made day trips from their camping spot… They buried meat caches when they were 

hunting caribou. When it began to get colder they strapped the skins they caught 

onto their dogs or their backs and they left for the place where they had spent the 

spring. When they arrived back where they had left their sleds, or where they had 

spent the spring, they packed up the skins that would be used as bed mattresses and 

clothing onto their sleds. 

After they made their new clothing so that they could be warm during the winter 

they returned back to the ocean ice. I remember as a child doing this with my father. 

When the women were waiting for the men to return they sewed or did other 

chores. … Long ago Inuit never stayed still. … When their husbands returned with 

their catch the women were very happy. When their cooking pots were ready they 

would call others to come over and eat. They always helped one another, not just 

themselves. They would ask others to come and join them. 

When they were going to travel that day Inuit would get up really early in the 

morning. I remember my father used to say the stars are out so it was a good time to 

travel. When he was going to travel he would check the weather conditions before 

daylight. The people would be getting ready to travel. Sometimes I was too lazy to 

get up when I was told.” 

Some areas on the land were especially dangerous for travel. These included areas of flowing 
water that never froze. Rivers were dangerous during spring break-up. 
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C25 “These rivers that we call flooded sometimes overflow before the land melts. 

The river is flowing under the snow and over top of the ice. That is what we call 

flooded. The ice and river would be flooded and the ice would be opening up when 

the river overflows. Once the rivers overflow it’s hard on the people who are hunting 

because they get stuck in between the rivers. If they didn’t have a boat they would 

have to wait for the water to subside. 

If the river was really flowing and the ice was broken they would try to cross even if 

was deep but you must not try to cross when there is ice flowing down the river. If a 

person tries to cross, that person will not be alive very long. The river starts to empty 

within a few days so it's best to wait. You have to be careful when you’re using the 

rivers because they do take lives year-round where there is a strong current and the 

ice is breaking. The ice tears up the ground as it’s flowing down. (This happens) at all 

these rivers because the land is sloped towards the ocean. When the rivers start to 

flow it's hard to travel on these rivers (Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside River)). 

There would be ice cracks around the rivers that are way out but these rivers still 

overflow. Sometimes the water is falling off cliffs around here because there are a lot 

of cliffs. All those rivers are hard to cross once they start to flow. It's not only at 

those places but at most large rivers. Although these houses (at Kingaok) are far 

from the falls (Burnside Falls), when the ice starts to break up by this place it sounds 

like rifle shots being fired… Every spring every year the ice breaks up from the 

rivers.” 

3.2.1. Ocean Inuit 

The travel routes of Ocean Inuit incorporated ice, sea and land (Figure 7). They travelled 
within Killinik (Victoria Island), between Killinik and islands, between Killinik and the 
mainland, and between islands. Typically they followed the coasts on their water routes.  

In spring Ocean Inuit hunted nattik (seals). During summer they were scattered throughout 
the land, on the ocean shore and near rivers and lakes, hunting caribou and fishing. During 
late fall, once the caribou had returned towards the boreal forest, they returned to the coast 
and the coastal islands to hunt nattik once again. In winter they lived in large camps of igloos 
on the sea ice hunting nattik. 

C3 “… After I got married, but never as a child, I traveled close to Innaghakvik (Perry 

Island). I first came to Cambridge Bay from Kugyoak (Perry River) and Innaghakvik. 

I've traveled both sides of Kikiktakyoak (Melbourne Island), back and forth (from 

Cambridge to Kugyoak). I've also traveled by boat heading west from Cambridge Bay 

to Kugluktuk by the ocean and by the coast. We returned to Cambridge Bay and then 

to Kikiktanayok. Those are the places that I traveled by boat with my husband during 

the summer. Angulalik hauled the Hudson's Bay Company's supplies by boat from 

Kikiktanayok back to Cambridge Bay and even to Kingaok. I don't remember 

stopping at Omingmaktok because there was no one staying there then. We also 
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hauled supplies to Gjoa Haven from Cambridge Bay and then back to Cambridge Bay. 

We traveled to Kugyoak to fish at our river. In the spring we traveled many times and 

I won't be able to remember all (the places we went). There are too many places for 

me to be able to record (them all). It's nice to travel in the spring when the weather 

is warmer. Every spring we would go around there (off the coast near Kugluktuk, off 

of Cambridge Bay (the bay, not community), the Victoria Island coast across from 

Kikiktakyoak (Jenny Lind Island), Aoulativikyoak (Whitebear Point) and off the coast 

near Haloakhiokvik) to hunt seals. In the summer Inuit traveled inland, letting their 

dogs backpack… 

In the winter we always traveled but we stayed at our main camps, the seal hunting 

areas, for a long time. When it was spring and we could no longer stay in the igloo we 

headed for land. We hunted seals from the land, even from the islands. Inuit would 

stay in the same camp all winter hunting seals and then they finally moved. They had 

their main camps towards Gjoa Haven.” 

C21 … Inuit traveled from Gjoa Haven to Cambridge Bay, through this area, along the 

ocean shoreline (heading east along the coast of Victoria Island) to purchase supplies 

from here (Cambridge Bay). When people from Gjoa Haven were in need of supplies 

they helped one another traveling… 

I began living here (Cambridge Bay) when the airplanes and skidoos were introduced. 

I went to Cambridge Bay from Kingaok after I married Kaiyogana. After I was married 

I went to Cambridge Bay by the ocean from Kingaok. I traveled from Kingaok to 

Cambridge Bay through here, (north through Bathurst Inlet and Elu Inlet) passing by 

Etibliakyok (Kilingoyak isthmus)… 

I remember growing up I traveled through that route... Those are also my adult 

travel routes. I traveled those routes after my stepparents died… 

C26 “When I was young (my parents) traveled from Potolik (Hat Island) to Perry 

River (Kugyoak)… We even went to Cambridge Bay… and from there to 

Etibliakyok… There are more travel routes around Ellice River (Kunayok).” 

C26 “… In the spring I go out hunting or I go visit (people) at Coppermine and Gjoa 

Haven. I take my family out across to the mainland (to MacAlpine Lake and Bathurst 

Inlet) for a vacation or to do some hunting. In the spring, I hunt a lot especially across 

the mainland around Perry or Ellice River areas. I go boating lots too… In the fall 

time I go hunting across the mainland and at same time take a vacation with the 

family, or I go to Perry or Ellice River to do some guiding. I travel down to Bay Chimo 

(Omingmaktok) by boat to visit my mother-in-law and do some fishing… if the 

waters are still open. 

We do a lot of traveling in the winter. We cover more land in the winter by 
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snowmobile when we go hunting across to the mainland or to guide. We take a trip 

on snow machine down to Coppermine for the spring games or to visit my real 

parents. We even go further north to hunt polar bears by snowmobiles…” 

C31 “… I was raised up around Prince Albert Sound (Kanikyoak). I learned how to 

hunt around these areas: west of Kugluktuk, Kikiktanayok, Prince Albert Sound 

(Kanikyoak), Holman Island (Ulukhaktok), Minto Inlet, Berkeley Point and east of 

Kugluktuk around Bathurst, Perry River, Cambridge Bay, Richardson Islands and 

many more.”  

C41 “I traveled with my parents to Locker Point, Victoria Island and Kikiktanayok. 

When my father was working at the DEW line sites we were at Hall Beach, Cape Dyer 

and little bit of Cambridge Bay and Pin 3 (Becher Point).”  

3.2.2. Nunamiut 

Inuit from both east and west coasts travelled inland to Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake), 
Kaomaogaktok (Rockinghorse Lake) and Napaktolik to visit and hunt, and during trips to the 
trading posts. The routes of Nunamiut covered a large area including Aimaokatalok 
(Kathawachaga Lake), Aallik (Concession Lake), Tahikaffaloknahik (Itchen Lake), Nonatoklik 
(Pellatt Lake), Yamba Lake and Tahikpak (Lac de Gras) (Figure 7).  

C25 “…This river is part of Hanimok (Mara River)…We would go through here (near 

Mara River and Kitigpagiak) when we were going to Tahikyoak because it’s an old 

campsite. Inuit traveled overland during winter using the lakes... 

They traveled through here when they were going to spend Christmas… (travel 

route from Tahikyoak to Kingaok)…Inuit traveled very far… This bay is part of the 

travel route, it’s part of Tahikyoak. The people used to travel through here overland. 

They crossed Tahikyoak north of Nonatoklik and traveled up the west side of the lake 

and it would take a day to get there. Tahikyoak is very long, just like the ocean… I 

used it one time when I followed people that were going to hunt caribou during the 

fall. 

They would take all their family when they went to the treeline to hunt caribou 

because there was always caribou in the trees in the winter. During the winter when 

the dogs were just about out of food they would go hunting…” 

C28 “…This place is Hanigayok (James River). It is where people lived and they 

hunted foxes and caribou long ago. They lived and hunted like that. That place has 

been used by our ancestors since way back… 

There is a place that when Inuit were going inland that they fished, along Kugakyoak, 

around this part of Kugakyoak (near the river mouth)… They would fish there when 

they were going inland to Hanigayok (James River). 

While I was a young girl I remember people using fish spears to fish at Kugakyoak. 
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They reached that area from Hanigayok by walking. Both men and women helped 

their dogs pull their sleds. It was a long way to go but they would reach that area by 

walking. They walked from way up here to down there (Hanigayok to Kugakyoak). It 

was a long ways. They were smart back then. I remember, when I was a young girl, I 

walked there, being backpacked sometimes.” 

C51 “Spring time, couple times we went to visit Bathurst (Kingaok). Following Mara 

River and go down to Bathurst for visit, spring visit, can't trap anymore and caribou 

are still too far south so we go down to Bathurst and do our visiting. We go through 

Nose Lake, follow Mara River all the way, because travelling by land up here is really 

hard, really difficult, eh, hills, rocks, boulder fields, by snowmobile.  

In the past they've used Tahikyoak, go through Tahikyoak and go down to Bathurst. 

This river (Mara River) to follow is smooth all the way down. Because it’s shallow 

also, easier. It took us a day and a half, with the whole family to go down. First day 

we camped … down here (4o km north of Kingalhoak (Nose Lake)), then we went up 

Hanimok (Mara River), on east shore near the esker.” 

Travelling route through centre of Kaomaogaktok is a spring, fall and winter travel 

route. Year round. Used today and in the past. Hunting grounds again. Sometimes I'd 

spend up to a week in some of these camping grounds or sometimes a week or 

anywhere between three weeks. It’s good hunting there.” 

3.2.3. Kiligiktokmiut 

The travel and harvesting routes of Kiligiktokmiut covered the length and breadth of 
Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) (Figure 8). Their overland routes started on the ocean from the 
mouths of the major rivers such as Hiukkittak, Angimayak, Kolgayok and Kunayok, and then 
headed inland. Further south, their travels took them to Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) and 
Hannigayok (Back River). 

C1 “… When I was a child we wintered around here (north end of Tahikafalok 

(Bathurst Lake)). Inuit traveled to there (Kingaok) walking, with their dogs to 

backpack their supplies. There were lots of caribou around there, yes lots of caribou 

when we going there. There were lots of newborn calves then.” 

C5 “In my preschool years we mostly traveled through all this area (the length of 

Kiligiktokmik, east and west; through Elu Inlet to Cambridge Bay; east along the 

coast to Kunayok and inland west to Kiligiktokmik). My parents moved from year to 

year; some places were further up and further east.” 

C5 “…When we went to trade at the Bathurst Inlet store we usually followed the 

same route that we followed going inland in the spring and winter… These are my 

travel routes when I was a young man. In summertime we stayed put.  

When we were at Bathurst we used to go caribou hunting with a boat, in all that area 
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(Bathurst Inlet and islands). It was the same in the fall..." 

C5 “… During the spring we traveled hunting caribou. During the summer we 

traveled toward Killinik (to Cape Colborne) through Hakvaktok (south coast of 

Melville Sound), where we used to go fishing in the spring. During the winter we 

trapped inland. We more or less followed the same routes. 

When we went to trade at the Kingaok store we usually followed the same route 

that we followed going inland in the spring and winter… These are my travel routes 

when I was a young man. In summertime we stayed put. When we were at Bathurst 

we used to go caribou hunting with a boat, in all that area (Kiligiktokmik and 

islands). It was the same in the fall...” 

C6 “… This travel route is how people would go through to the ocean. They'd take 

this route (from Hanningayuk inland across Tikigak, following a chain of lakes and 

small rivers to Koatak). This is the route they'd use… 

This is the route that we would take from Contwoyto Lake (Tahikyoak) when 

heading north to Bathurst Inlet (from Kingalhoak (Nose Lake) following Mara River 

north then northeast to the ocean at Koatak (south of Kingaok).” 

C6 “… People usually camp around here all the way to Beechey Lake (Hanningayuk). 

And this area as well.” 

C6 is describing a long travel route from Pingaknaktook (south of Kaomaogaktok), 

following Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake) south, east to Hannigayok (Back River), 

northwest through Bathurst Inlet and west in Coronation Gulf to Kugluktoalok 

(Port Epworth). 

C8 “I remember traveling through here (Kiligiktokmik area) by dogteam… When I 

was staying with Amilinik I traveled through here… I used to travel through here 

too… towards Kugluktuk (by snowmachine following the Killinik coast westward). I 

traveled by snowmachine towards Kugyoak (Perry River). 

… I traveled from Cambridge Bay to Bay Chimo (Omingmaktok) using dogteam 

through here by the ocean (across the Kilingoyak isthmus and through Elu Inlet). 

Another area that I traveled through is from Kingaok through there (southwest 

towards Tahikyoak). I used to travel through here too (west side of Kiligiktokmik)…. 

Another area is right through here (west along the coast to Kugluktoalok (Tree 

River)) and here (to Kimakton, north Hiukkittak)…” 

C11 “This is where we went hunting for caribou because there was caribou in the area 

(northwest shore of Kiligiktokmik). I travelled this area to Cambridge Bay 

(Ekaluktutiak) in 1959 (route along north shore of Kilingoyak across mouth of 

Kiligiktokmik). It took nine days… 
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It is never the same location, around here (Nannitaak region) as well… This is where 

people would go to hunt from Cambridge Bay (Ekaluktutiak). That is not the only 

spot to hunt caribou. There are other areas where you can hunt caribou during the 

year. There are always caribou in the area.” 

C11 “There is a store here that people used to go down to, that is where they met 

white people. This area is called Tikigakyok (Young Point)…” 

C16a “… I stayed around here with my parents, at Hanningayuk. I remember them 

being there… I never went away from Kingaok. When I was a young boy we used to 

travel to Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay), Hiukkittak… Kimakton (part of Hiukkittak) 

and Kingaok…” 

C16a “… We wintered there (at Beechey Lake) for two years and then we returned 

to Kingaok. This was around spring after we finished trapping during the winter with 

Komak(s). We were the only ones there because a plane came and picked them up to 

go to Cambridge Bay. There were only three of us left there that time, because the 

children went to school. 

… We camped for nine nights when we walked from Beechey Lake to Kingaok. There 

were lots of mosquitoes. It was too hot so we would walk after it cooled down… It 

took a long time because of all the mosquitoes… We saw tuktuk calves and cows 

even grizzlies… Ducks, loons and geese would fly over us…” 

We walked anywhere on this land. We walked from Aniakhiokvik (Fishing Creek) to 

Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay)... 

We used to walk to Kingaok through here, and around here we used to see calves… 

My parents had no boat at the time. We walked from Kangihokyoak to go to Kingaok 

to visit. Around here (across from Kingaok) we would make a fire and someone from 

Kingaok would come across to pick us up. 

They (my brothers) used to go to the store and I used to follow them… We would go 

shopping at Kingaok when the waters were calm, at the Hudson's Bay Company 

store. We paid with money and on credit…” 

C17 “… In winter and summer we traveled to Fishing Creek (Aniakhiokvik)… past 

Kingaok and Kikiktakafalok (Rideout Island). Sometimes we went east of 

Kikiktakafalok to see if there were animals around, as far as Katimanak (junction of 

Hivogahik (Hood River) and James River)… It takes quite a while to travel through… 

We didn’t travel much overland, but mostly along the coastline of Katimanak 

Kangihok (Arctic Sound)…" 

C19 “Inuit would travel from Cambridge Bay and further north, to the ocean. They 

went home to Kunayok (Ellice River) traveling on the ocean by Kikiktakyoak 

(Melbourne Island). They would go home to Kolgayok too because they trapped from 
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there, through Foggy Bay (near the mouth of Kolgayok). 

If people were from here (Cambridge Bay) they traveled to Ohinggoyat (island in Elu 

Inlet) to the white people (trading post)… There used to be white people there so 

they would travel back and forth. When they needed supplies they would go to the 

white people. 

Omingmaktok had white people later on because people from Kingaok moved there. 

When the snowmobiles were introduced they started going back and forth between 

those places. There was a retail store in the past, but now a Co-op is operating there. 

Kingaok people still travel back and forth to Omingmaktok now by snowmobiles, not 

with dogs anymore. They now use airplanes to travel from Cambridge Bay to Kingaok 

when people are sick.” 

C20a “…This is Tahikafalok (Bathurst Lake)… on top (south) of Kingaok. This is 

Hikinikgogiak (Kenyon Lake)… All those lakes are joined. When I was a child, I 

traveled through them all of them…” 

C20a “They would travel anywhere around here on boats and hunt caribou (coastal 

region from Omingmaktok south to mouth of Hiukkittak). 

Because it is Inuit's land, they always use it for hunting all over the land (large area 

which in the west follows the coast south from Buchan Bay to a point across from 

Kanuyak, and as far east as Kiplikiatok; large coastal area encompassing Hinikyoak 

(Banks Peninsula) northwest to Akiagokyoak (Detention Harbour)). They are always 

using it. We are always using this land (all of Kilingoyak).” 

C21 “… I traveled to Kingaok when I started traveling with my grandfather. We 

trapped along the ocean shoreline from Kingaok to over here, towards Aniakhiokvik 

(Fishing Creek)… From there we would return back to Kingaok. We also traveled to 

this area (Elliott Point near Kingaok to Kilogiktok (Western River)). This is where I 

learned to travel. We stayed at this place (Fishing Creek) for three summers; three 

years. We would go visit the white people (trading post at Kingaok) from there… 

From Kingaok we went inland to Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake) through this area 

(travel route heading southeast). Also from Kingaok (and Fishing Creek) we traveled 

to Hanningayuk and Koklok (south Beechey Lake)… From Kingaok we went to 

Kaomaogaktok (Rockinghorse Lake)…” 

C21 “… Inuit traveled to those places during the spring and winter. I’m still using the 

old Inuit old travel routes today so I know their travel routes (Kingaok-Portage 

Bay-Hood River-Arctic Sound; Kingaok southeast to mouth of Kilokgiktok (Western 

River); Kingaok - south overland to Beechey Lake; Kingaok - southwest overland to 

Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake) … 

They never traveled far during the summer; they stayed around their camps… When 
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there was snow on the ground they would travel far… 

C25 “We used to travel along this river (Hanimok (Mara River)), through here during 

the winter (travel route from Kingaok to Nonatoklik (Nose Lake) and on to Tahikyoak 

(Contwoyto Lake). That is the main route of travel to take during the winter. They 

don't use this area (between Ayapakpaktokvik and Hanimok (Burnside and Mara 

Rivers) for traveling because there are too many high hills… 

We traveled through here (Hanimok) and this place is called Katimanak (where the 

Mara and Burnside meet). From there (Kingaok) they have to leave the river 

(Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside River)) and go around these cliffs (Emnangnatiit)… I 

never use that area because it's a really big bend (beginning of Ayapakpaktokvik). 

Part of the river doesn't freeze so I never used that area before… We would travel 

inside of the river (on the west side); the entire river is connected to Tahikyoak...” 

C25 “… Those lakes from Kingaok (south of Kingaok)… take a long time to cross. If 

we couldn’t travel fast with skidoos it would take a long time. When we were 

hunting wolverine we used skidoos, me, Nanigoak and Avingana. 

This lake (south arm of Kiligiktokmik) takes a long time to cross and this one too 

(southwest arm of Kiligiktokmik that leads to Ekalokhiokvik (Tahikafalok Lake))… I 

spent a day or a couple of days, making day trips (three places: south of Kingaok, 

northeast of Emnangnatiit and east of Hanimok (Mara River)) hunting wolverine. We 

used to travel through there from here (from Kingaok to the old trading post at 

Kilogiktok) using that lake (south arm of Kiligiktokmik).” 

C25 “When I started traveling alone (as an adult), I traveled… (from Kingaok south 

along Bathurst Inlet). All these places along the shore are hunting areas. I used to fish 

along these places long ago (Contwoyto, Kingalhoak) and also along this river 

(Kilogiktok (Western River))… When I started traveling those areas I would cross 

through here many times (Ekalokhiokvik), when I was hunting…” 

C26 “…In the spring we cross to the mainland or anywhere around here (from 

Cambridge Bay to Kilingoyak or Kugyoak areas)... In summer, we ago across to the 

mainland all along the coast here, right to Kunayok (Ellice River)… all the way down 

to Bay Chimo (Omingmaktok) and Hiukkittak…” 

C29 “These are the routes where Inuit used to travel (Bathurst Inlet north, east 

through Elu Inlet and across the peninsula, south and east following the coast to 

Kugyoak (Perry River)). Even today Inuit travel through here during the winter 

(Kugyoak and Kunayok (Ellice River) mouths and northwest Elu Inlet). They have 

traveled to all these places… There are some routes that are around here where 

they've traveled, even inland (between Kunayok and Kolgayok and west 

Kugyoak)…” 
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C30 “… I went to Kingaok by boat when I was a child, (from Cambridge Bay). My 

father (Angulalik) would camp for a night when going there… He would camp at the 

islands or in bays… He must have anchored at a bay, maybe at this bay where it's 

deep. I was a child so I can’t remember all those places… I didn’t see Omingmaktok 

as a child, as my father never went there, only to Kingaok…” 

C203 “I've been to Omingmaktok lots, through this channel (Kongoayok in Melville 

Sound). When I was a kid, we used to always go to Ekalolialok (Island) and fish. I used 

to go across from Omingmaktok by dogteam. Lots of travelling, mostly through this 

area in the spring and summer. Right down to Bathurst (Kingaok). I have always gone 

through in the winter time; I have gone through here a couple of times in the winter 

(From Kongoayok in the north, through Buchan Bay down Bathurst Inlet to 

Kaogyok).  

Yeah, near Banks Peninsula (Hinikyoak), they always say, "don't travel through here” 

(between Tikigakyok (Banks Peninsula) and Koagyok (Goulburn Island), because, in 

the winter time it's not safe because of the currents, the ice is really thin through 

here. 

This is always open right there; it's always open water in the winter (between 

Koagyok Goulburn Island) and Koagyok (Quadyuk Island))…” 

C203"... In the fall they get caribou around Young Island (Kikiktagafalok), not too far 

from Bathurst Inlet (Kingaok). Along Burnside Bay (Kilogiktook), along the Burnside 

Inlet (north and south shores at the mouth of Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay) extending 

south along Bathurst Inlet to Kingaok), there are usually caribou there. You know you 

get caribou there in the fall. Bathurst caribou… 

In the fall of 1983, I went down there by boat in September (east shore of 

Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay)). Sam and Susie Kapolak got their winter supply of 

caribou from there… At that time there was lots of fat on them, and I think they only 

got bulls at that time, but bulls had thick back fat on them.” 

C204 “ I go down here, this area (east Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) and Tikigakyok 

(Banks Peninsula). Bear Creek Hill (east shore of Bathurst Inlet south of Tinney Hills to 

Bear Creek Hills). During the fall, when the bulls are going back south. This is where 

we go caribou hunting, during the fall (both shorelines of the narrow channel 

between Tikigakyok (Banks Peninsula) and Koagyok (Goulburn Island)) (shore of 

Tinney Cove)." 

C207 “In the summer the best time to hunt caribou is usually on the islands in 

Bathurst Inlet (Rideout Island north and Kaogyok south). Somewhere around these 

islands right here (Kikiktakafalok) and up near these islands here near Hiukkittak 

(Koagyok north, south shore and mouth of Hiukkittak), Rideout Island 
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(Kikiktakafalok), from July to September. 

It is good for bulls, mostly bulls though. Still get some cows. They get there early 

though around July. But later on it's mostly bulls. Some other places have more 

caribou. You get some caribou somewhere in there. 

Around here (Tagionuak (Burnside Inlet), Kikiktagafalok (Young Islands)), and here 

(north shore of Portage Bay east to Banks Peninsula)… Some mainland caribou in 

the summer there. This (shoreline south of Kingaok from Elliot Point to Young Point) 

is a calving area… ” 

C207 “When I was younger, I traveled here (from Kingaok following 

Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside River) inland some 120 km). In winter I went up to the 

Mara River and up around Contwoyto (Tahikyoak) (central portion of Hanimok (Mara 

River)). And then I'd be travelling here and there and camped for weeks somewhere 

around there further (from Kingaok to Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay)) when I was 

about sixteen. Up to Nose Lake (Kingalhoak) and Pellatt Lake (Nonatoklik), but we 

didn't start going there until I was in my mid-20s. 

Years before, when I was younger, used to go from Kingaok up to Portage Bay 

(Kangihokyoak) to Bay Chimo by dog team. Parry Bay and Kent Peninsula 

(Kilingoyak), right to Cambridge (Ekaluktutiak) (travel route from Kingaok to Melville 

Sound through Kongoakyok and travel route through Portage Bay to Baillie Bay; 

travel route from Kingaok to south end of Bathurst Lake).  

This was when I was five or six. Yes, I used to go visit Cambridge and stop by Parry 

Bay. It used to be a three-day stop on the way to Cambridge. Took close to a week, 

probably, because we were stopping to hunt and fish. We used to hunt and look 

around.” 

C210 “… Right about here (north shore of Portage Bay) or around here (western 

Tikigakyok (Banks Peninsula)) are the best places for hunting caribou. People mostly 

go there in fall time…” 

C212 “In the winter I hunt caribou in Bathurst Inlet area (area surrounding lake north 

of Hanningayuk ) in the winter.” 

3.3. Harvesting & Trapping 

C11 “People hunted and trapped all over the land.” 

The harvesting activities of Inuit were tied to the cycles of animal movements, behaviour, 
and availability. Tuktuk (caribou) was the preferred prey for Nunamiut and for coastal Inuit 
when nattik (seals) were unavailable. Although seasonal harvesting areas could refer to any 
and all species, important harvesting areas inland were primarily for tuktuk and on the ocean 
for seals. The spring and fall migrations of tuktuk were times of wildlife abundance. 
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Inuit hunted omingmak (muskox) when tuktuk were not available, and for dog food. Small 
prey such as hikhik (ground squirrels) was hunted in conjunction with other activities and 
used as food when there was no fresh or cached meat available. For coastal Inuit, spring was 
an important time to hunt the large aggregations of migrating waterfowl. In the summer, 
they collected eggs and hunted moulting waterfowl.  

Inuit fished primarily during the spring and fall, timed with caribou migration and spawning 
runs. Fishing was important to feed the dogteams. Due to the pulses of wildlife availability, a 
lot of effort was placed into drying and caching meat and fish so that it would be available 
during the winter season when animals were not available. 

The maps of Inuit travel and gathering places (Figures 6-8) essentially are also maps of 
important harvesting areas. Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) and its coastal river systems was an 
important harvesting region for Inuit because it was rich in wildlife resources, for caribou and 
large mammals, trapping furbearers and fishing.  

3.3.1. Inokhok and Talo 

The consultants talked about the importance of nadlok (lake and water narrows which 
funneled caribou on the landscape) for their gathering places because they were prime 
hunting areas. Nadlok were used when the land was not frozen, as tuktuk (caribou) took the 
easiest path instead of swimming across large lakes. However, nadlok were not needed 
when lakes were frozen, and Inuit needed to devise a means to hunt tuktuk at these times. 

They built talo and inokhuit (more than one inokhok). A talo was a hunting blind which would 
hide a hunter. Talo were often constructed of rocks but could be as simple as a small hill; 
whatever was handy was used. Rows of inokhuit (stone piles) were built to funnel caribou 
towards the talo. Tuktuk thought these stone piles were people and avoided them. A series 
of inokhuit were placed in converging lines. A flag that moved in the wind could be placed on 
the inokhuit to aid in moving caribou towards the hunters.  

Tuktuk were influenced by inokhuit even at a long distance, but the piles were not used 
alone. Women and children made noises behind the tuktuk to scare them towards the talo 
where the hunters in hiding killed them using their bows and arrows.  

Talo and inokhok were found at traditional hunting spots, including at nadlok. They were 
mainly used for hunting during spring migration. Locations of inokhuit and talo indicate 
important harvesting areas for Inuit. These are areas that have a long period of use, 
hundreds and even thousands of years.  

C5 “… There are quite a few of these inokhok here, at the end of the lake; and here 

too (on the east and west shores of Tahikafalok, by Hiukkittak). They are found close 

to the caribou crossings and at the lake narrows… There are quite a few of them 

here too (mouth of Kolgayok (Tingmeak River)) and in this area (Naoyak (Parry Bay) 

on Kilingoyak) because these caribou keep crossing back and forth. Most of these 

small hills have talo.” 

C23 “During the summer when Inuit were going to make hunting blinds to use with 

their bows, they made inokhuit so that the caribou would be funneled towards the 

blinds. That is how we hunted caribou. These inokhuit that we built during the 
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summer were always higher than the rest of the ground so that the inokhok didn't 

get covered with snow.  

If I were lost during the winter I would recognize the inokhok and know where I was. 

I would know that I was there last summer because my wintering area was close to 

there. When you are on the land and don't know where you are going, if you can 

recognize the land and where you traveled by in the past, you can find your way 

home.” 

C51 “The people placed inokhok… at major hunting areas especially near the rivers 

and lakes. At places where they fished… they used rock inokhok (to mark the sites). 

Some people used these inokhok to point out the very spot that they had fished long 

ago. 

They also marked major camping sites or tent sites built by old folks long ago, just 

like the one we got at home (at Nonatoklik). They used to use or make the biggest 

inokhok they could make on top of the highest hill around. When they came back 

home from far away after traveling they could go back to the same spot to go do 

their hunting and fishing again. 

The inokhok rock formation is like a welcoming committee. Some of them look like 

they have open arms. The inokhok face the direction where you departed. They are 

erected if you will be absent from an area for a long time. You have said that you are 

going to come back to that same place so they greet you with open arms. They’re like 

a welcoming committee for you and your family or for some other relative who you 

told where this area is…” 

3.3.2. Trapping 

Trapping was an important activity for Inuit and part of many other winter harvesting 
activities. Inuit trapped and traded the pelts of many animals including caribou, white and red 
fox, arctic hares, ground squirrels, grizzly bears, wolverine, wolves and muskrat. However, 
the primary furbearer that was trapped was tigiganiak (Arctic or white fox). Wolves and 
wolverine were not important pelts for sale to the fur market until snowmachines were 
introduced and Inuit could hunt them effectively. 

Money obtained from selling fox pelts allowed Inuit to buy items they could not obtain from 
the land such as kerosene, tea, sugar, tobacco, guns, ammunition and steel traps. Good 
trappers were seen as successful and wealthy by other Inuit. When pelt prices dropped, Inuit 
couldn’t make enough money from trapping and times were difficult. The cyclic nature of fox 
populations also made it difficult for Inuit to have a consistent income only from trapping. 

Trapping was a year-round activity. During the summer and fall Inuit prepared for trapping. 
They buried gut piles and dried meat, and used these areas for trapping in the winter. If they 
managed to kill tuktuk in the winter, they set their traps around the gut piles.  

Much of the trapping for wolves, foxes and wolverine was concentrated along ocean 
shorelines and along river banks where the terrain was gentler and travel was easier. Inuit 
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trapped white fox in wetlands and along the coast, where foxes were most numerous. Inuit 
who lived near the treeline also set their traps in the boreal forest. Trapping and Inuit 
traplines are discussed in more detail in the fox report section. 

3.4. Meetings with Dene 

Even before they had seen a kablunak (white person) and were introduced to manufactured 
weapons and tools from the fur-traders, Inuit had traded such items with Dene. Although in 
the past the relationship between Inuit and some Dene was marked with confrontation, 
during the fur trade peaceful meetings were common. Dene came from the boreal forest 
onto the tundra in winter to trap white fox, and Inuit extended their traplines south to do the 
same. Sometimes they would spend the winter together. Visits were occasions for 
celebrations and for trading. Major items exchanged were dogs, harnesses, food, furs, and 
tools such as snow knives.  

Only Nunamiut and Kiligiktokmiut talked of visits with Dene people. The elder consultants 
were children when these visits happened. Typically they met at the large Inuit winter camps, 
at Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake), Kaomaogaktok (Rockinghorse Lake), Tahikpak (Lac de Gras), 
and Hannigayok (Back River), and wherever they encountered each other on the tundra 
while trapping or hunting. The furthest north that a meeting occurred was at Kugakyoak, 
east of Kugluktuk near the coast. Except for this occasion, mainland coastal Inuit did not 
recall seeing Dene when they were children. 

C23 “I've been told that Inuit traded their equipment or clothing with the Indians. 

When people were caribou hunting they would come across one another when 

walking. This was around Hannigayok, or south of it. When Inuit went south from 

Ahiak (near Kugyoak), they traveled to… Hannigayok. Sometimes they spent the 

spring around there on the coast but in the summer, they would go further inland. 

When the Indians and Inuit met one another they communicated using hand sign 

language. The Indians would dance their dances and then Inuit would do their 

dances; they shared their dances with each other. Inuit from around here didn't have 

matches at that time so they would trade for flint stones to use as fire starters. These 

small rocks that spark are called ‘okhoyak’. The Indians would trade these during the 

summer. Some of the Indians had pity on Inuit and some had big hearts so they 

would give what Inuit needed. 

In the spring Inuit traveled north to the coast, back to their own lands after spending 

some time in the south. They returned home when the weather was warmer, around 

the month of April. The Indians returned back to where they usually spent the spring 

and summer, to the lakes that they knew.” 

3.1. Graves 

In general, consultants were reluctant to talk about death, although a few individuals shared 
about how deaths were handled in the past. Anywhere that Inuit lived and traveled, one can 
expect that people died and that their remains were left on the land. Since there were only a 
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few places where consultants marked locations of graves throughout the NTKP study area, 
maps are not provided. 

C7 “… The gravesites get so pitiful because their graves are now empty. There are 

only boxes left. I know Alikamik is buried there (Nanitaak region, west Bathurst 

Inlet). Only his skull is left, no other bones because the grizzly bears are always eating 

(the dead people) and it's too bad.” 

C20a “That is where my Granny (Kitirut), our father's mom grave is. Yeah. Kitirut. She 

was called Kitirut, Nellie (at Kilikangualik; one of Chapman islands).” 

C17 “… There are some skeletons here from the olden days, at the point, or near the 

point (Elliott Point, at Kingaok). They’ve been there since the forties or the fifties. 

These are grave sites. People who died were put there. 

There are grave sites at Elliott Point and there are some here (on the coast, southeast 

of Kingaok). There is one skeleton there right now. There is a grave at Fishing Creek, 

on top of the hill (near the mouth of Fishing Lake). He must have wanted to be 

buried there. He was buried there long ago. The grave sites at Fishing Creek belong to 

Ovilok, Robert's grandfather and Jessie Hagialok’s father. 

I don’t know who is buried here, at Kingaok… There are old crosses there at the 

graveyard. It has been there since the 1930s or 1940s, when people started getting 

sick… There is some kind of monument here… at Bathurst Inlet, somewhere around 

here. There is a plaque there, up by the rocks. A white man put it there…” 

C27 “… A dead person would be wrapped in caribou skins facing north. That is how 

they buried their dead long ago. I've also seen this. They would wrap the person in 

caribou skins and place them on top of the ground. They buried their dead like that 

because the ground was always frozen so they just placed the dead on top of the 

ground. They considered this a burial. 

… I remember where my mother was buried, right by a small point by a lake. Noayait 

was also buried there. There were four people buried there (Anialik area), my 

mother, Noayait, and Aivgak's mother. 

3.2. Special Resources 

3.2.1. Wood 

Wood was scarce above the treeline, but needed and very important. Inuit either lived near 
sources of wood or traveled long distances to obtain it. Wood was available as willows in 
productive riparian habitats, from spruce at the treeline and from driftwood in the rivers and 
at the coast. People gathered, backpacked and stored wood wherever they found it. It was 
the responsibility of the elders and children to gather wood in the summer and fall before 
snowfall.  
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All available wood was used. Long pieces of wood were formed into arrow shafts. Longer 
pieces of driftwood were fashioned into sleds. Willows were tied together with rope made of 
seal skin to form drying racks for meat and fish. 

A major source of wood for western mainland coast people was the Coppermine River and 
the treeline. Nunamiut obtained wood from Napaktolik and Tahikaffaloknahik (Itchen Lake). 
Kiligiktokmiut relied mainly on shrubs for their source of wood.  

C16a “We gathered wood from Hiukkittak for our wood stove; from Hiukkittak, 

Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay), and Hanningayuk …  

To make a fire Inuit used avalakiak (low growing plant like a willow) and eehoktin 

(also a small plant used for making fire)… Those are the only types (of plants) used 

for making campfires…” 

3.2.2. Carving Stone and Metal 

Black soapstone called ‘okohikhaat’ was used to carve the large kudlik, and for making 
cooking pots. Inuit looked for this stone around riverbanks or the ocean shore. Stone for 
making oil lamps and pots was found at a variety of places  

Ulu blades, arrowheads and knife blades were made from copper or silver. Copper had been 
abundant in the Coppermine River area in the past but during the consultant’s lifetimes all 
readily available metal had been collected.  

The major source of copper for Kiligiktokmiut was Kanuyak, which means copper. Copper 
was also obtained from Egloyoalik (Cockburn Islands). 

C5 “People in the old days used to go to that place (a coastal area north of Etipyak 

(Desbarats Inlet) to get material for making stone lamps or making pots, cooking 

pots.” 

C17 “… We collected carving stone by Kingaok. Whenever we went by there we 

always tried to get little pieces from there… Over here, on the north end of the 

island (on Koagyok, south of Razor Top Point)… 

Copper is found at Kanuyak. That is where copper is found, on that island. Kanuyak 

means copper…” 

C30 “… I saw a small piece of copper along ago. Inuit would find copper for 

arrowheads long ago. There is some copper metal somewhere around Kanuyak 

(Kanuyak Island). Inuit would find small pieces of copper metal, but not very much.” 

C39 “We went to Egloyoalik (Cockburn Islands) to get carving stones and here…”  

Three additional sources of carving stone were mapped: at Buchan Bay, two areas 

at Kilanaktokvik (near Omingmaktok) and northeast Ekalolialok (Ekalulia Island). 
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4. TUKTUK (CARIBOU) 

Tuktuk (barren-ground caribou) were and continue to be the lifeblood of Kitikmiut. Without 
tuktuk, survival on the land was not possible. Tuktuk provided food, clothing, utensils, tools, 
and shelter. The life cycle of tuktuk was a major factor in where people travelled and where 
their seasonal camps were located, especially for Nunamiut. 

Consultants did not distinguish among caribou herds as do western scientists. However, they 
did recognize different types of tuktuk. Island caribou were different from mainland (also 
called barrenland) caribou. These two types correspond to the Victoria Island herd, and 
mainland herds, respectively.  

Using the names given to tuktuk by scientists, the NTKP consultants had experience with 
four herds: Bluenose-East herd, the Dolphin and Union herd, which Inuit call Victoria Island or 
Island caribou, Ahiak herd, and the Bathurst herd. There was some mention of Peary caribou 
but their high Arctic distribution was beyond the normal range of Inuit consultants.  

Consultants did not separate Bathurst and Ahiak caribou although they recognized that some 
caribou calved at Kiligiktokmik and other caribou (Ahiak) calved in the Kunayok and Kugyoak 
areas. Typically they referred to “mainland caribou”, “barrenground caribou” or “Bathurst 
caribou”, and used the terms interchangeably. They used the term “Bathurst caribou” but 
not “Ahiak caribou”.  

The consultants discussed overlap between the herds. Overlap between Ahiak and Bathurst 
caribou was extensive. They over-wintered together and as a result migrated together. Island 
and mainland caribou frequently mixed in the fall, winter and spring. 

We present the caribou data as was mapped by the consultants. However we recognize that 
the herd names are familiar to most people, Inuit and non-Inuit. Thus within the discussion 
we differentiate among the herds when possible. 

4.1. Inuit Use of Tuktuk 

C6 “… When it was time for the caribou to arrive, caribou traveled all over this land, 

caribou were everywhere. Long ago Inuit hunted the caribou. There were still lots of 

caribou. They didn't seem to decrease in numbers back then…”  

Inuit hunted tuktuk for clothing and for meat during the spring migration (April and May), 
before it got hot and before insects became active. Most of the dry meat that would be 
consumed during the summer and following winter was made in the spring. Nunamiut were 
always traveling and hunting, except for the spring period, as it was the one time when 
tuktuk would come to them, to their camps on the migration routes. 

Tuktuk generally arrived on the calving grounds in May and June but they could arrive as 
early as the end of April. Calving took place from late May to June; ‘when the snow starts to 
melt’, ‘when the river ice is breaking up’, ‘as soon as there is less snow on the ground’, and 
‘around late spring thaw, well after there is a lot of water, before it really thaws’.  

Tuktuk either left the calving grounds immediately after giving birth, or waited until the 
calves were strong enough to travel. Some consultants thought departure took a long time, 
two weeks or more. Some tuktu nogait (calves) were born more helpless than others, and 
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they took longer to be ready to travel. Once the calves were strong enough the cows started 
heading south or towards the ocean. One consultant said tuktuk waited for spring waters to 
recede so that they could more easily cross the rivers.  

In general, tuktuk were scarce during summer unless Inuit came upon a post-calving herd. 
Tuktuk were killed for meat during the summer only for immediate use because of the 
problem with spoilage and storage. Summer meat was also buried as bait for winter 
trapping. At this time tuktuk skins were thin and were used only for parka trim. When tuktuk 
were absent Inuit fished, ate hikhik (ground squirrels) and dry meat, and collected firewood, 
while waiting for tuktuk to return. 

In late summer and fall Inuit gathered together to hunt and trap. They hunted tuktuk at 
traditional caribou crossings, particularly at the lake narrows (nadlok). If Inuit were in a place 
that had caribou they might remain there for an extended period, making dry meat. If it was 
an especially good place they could remain there for the winter.  

Tuktuk were hunted for their skins in the fall, for clothing, sleeping robes, kayait and tents, 
when the fur was thick. Prior to the rutting season pungnik (bull caribou) were hunted for 
their fat to be used in the kudlik (stone stove) for heat and light. Tuktuk meat taken during 
the fall was either dried or cached with rocks and buried. This meat would provide the food 
for the winter.  

Although Bathurst caribou wintered primarily in the trees, outside the range of Inuit, some 
tuktuk from all the herds wintered inland, although their distribution was, in general, 
unpredictable and sporadic. Areas such as Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake), Kugyoak (Perry 
River), Kunayok (Ellice River) and Kilingoyak (Kent Peninsula) had a greater probability of 
having caribou during winter.  

4.2. Important Habitats 

Important habitats for tuktuk included nadlok, wetlands, eskers and other high land features 
which served as heat and insect relief areas. Nadlok are the water narrows where tuktuk 
crossed during the ice-free season. They were particularly important to tuktuk and as a result 
were important living and hunting locations for Inuit. 

4.2.1. Nadlok 

C22 “Those lake narrows are used by caribou. The wildlife knows about the lake 

narrows (nadlok), the grizzlies and muskox know the narrows as they swim across. 

There are lots of campsites in that area. When the caribou are going through there, 

Inuit hunted them using bows.” 

Nadlok were special places and could not sullied, so tuktuk were killed downstream of the 
crossings. Tuktuk were butchered away from where they were killed and camps were located 
adjacent to, but not on the nadlok. 

During summer and fall Ocean Inuit and Nunamiut hunted caribou at nadlok using kayait. 
These kayait were long and thin, with a willow frame covered with caribou or seal hides. They 
were unsteady craft and required a skilled operator. When a large herd moved through 
during the summer and fall, there could be many caribou crossing. At these times Inuit were 
selective, killing those bulls with the most fat or the ones with the best pelts.  
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Important nadlok for Nunamiut were found at many places including much of Tahikyoak 
(Contwoyto Lake), Nalokvik at Hivogakhik Tahik (Fry Inlet), Napaktolik, Kaomaogaktok 
(Rockinghorse Lake), Aallik (Concession Lake) and Lac de Gras.  

Nadlok were important hunting areas also on the ocean. The narrows at Rideout Island was a 
major hunting location for Kiligiktokmiut, as were all the major nadlok in Kiligiktokmik 
(Bathurst Inlet) and narrows within major river systems such as Hiukkittak, Kilokgiktok 
(Western River) and Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside River). 

C22 “… The caribou first arrive at Tahikyoak from Kingaok area around July 12 to 15. 

There are no bulls at this time. When August is ending the bulls start to arrive. By 

September there are no cows only bulls. There are lots of bulls, all you can see is 

bulls. That was when Inuit harvested caribou for clothing and sleeping mats…  

Inuit used to have guns back then that didn't have any shell casings (muskets)… 

They made their own shells when they ran out of bought ammunition. They also 

hunted using bows and arrows at the lake narrows.  

They used kayait when there were lots of caribou arriving for the first time. They 

never shot many when the caribou first arrived, only later after the caribou settled in 

the area. They used bows and spears from their kayak. They hunted these caribou for 

their meat and collected skins to be made into clothing. Only when the caribou hair 

was just right did they harvest the caribou for their clothing. They used their kayait 

and speared the swimming caribou…  

Almost all the lake narrows have kayait drying and storage racks. The campsites have 

lots of caribou antlers and meat burying sites. These were used all the time back 

then. Now there are lots of caribou because there are no more inlanders. Few Inuit 

trim the caribou herds now like the wolves presently do, except for Bobby Algona 

and other Inuit from Kingaok. Also the caribou still go down to the Indian territory. 

There are not very many people now and the caribou are increasing in herd size.” 

C51 “Spring migration routes are still more (a number of migration lines heading 

northeast across Tahikyoak at a number of crossing locations.). Like I say again, these 

crossings, funneling the areas or something like that (Hannigayok (Winter Water 

Reach at Beechey Lake)). Late spring and fall crossings. And narrow. Also they tend 

to funnel around this way, east side of Beechey Lake. Any large lake, sort of a wide 

lake they funnel around, but I'm sure they use crossings like this too (Kongok on 

Beechey Lake). It would be a crossing (nadlok one-km east of Kongok).  

These should be crossings also (Fidler Lake at Hanimok (Back River) and between 

Fidler Lake and Regan Lake). Any large lake like this one here, they'd go around. 

Okay, spring crossings. For late spring, they funnel around here, get around, 

funneling around south end of lakes. I've heard stories of traditional hunting grounds 

in this area; around Beechey Lake or the whole map area. There are some campsites 

there…” 
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4.2.2. Wetlands 

Wetlands are the habitat class that consultants reported as most important for tuktuk for 
grazing. Tuktuk got fat from eating the plants in the wetlands. Wetlands were a source of 
water for caribou during hot summer periods. Cows choose areas near wetlands for calving, 
and the wetlands subsequently provided a source of food for their calves. 

C48 “The caribou like the wetlands because of the plants that they eat there. That is 

why the caribou start to get fat right away after the plants get ripe. The caribou even 

eat the mushrooms. I saw a caribou eat another’s antler tip when they were resting 

long ago.” 

C50 “Flat grassy areas filled with water are called ‘natingnak’. Areas with lots of 

rocks are called ‘kigok’. Caribou like to stay in the wetlands because they eat the 

grass there…” 

4.2.3. Heat and Insect Relief – Ocean Coast, Cliffs, Eskers and Hills  

Heat and biting insects during summer made life difficult for tuktuk and the availability of 
water and high points of land were critical at this time. When there was little rain and the 
shallow tundra lakes dried up, tuktuk moved extensively, taking advantage of the wind relief 
and easy walking provided by eskers. They used lakes to cool off in hot summers, and hid in 
the shade provided by hills, cliffs and eskers.  

C23 “Where there are lots of willows and grass there are lots of mosquitoes and they 

can drive you crazy during the summer. When you hunt caribou during the summer 

there are lots of mosquitoes landing on them and wanting to suck blood. When the 

large caribou herds start to arrive some of the caribou run, trying to avoid the 

mosquitoes and find a windy area. That is why the caribou get skinny, because they 

are not grazing but just standing or running from mosquitoes or from the heat.” 

4.2.3.1. Coast and Islands 

The ocean shoreline and islands provided tuktuk much needed relief from biting flies and 
heat. 

C19 “Aoulativikyoak (Whitebear Point) has been used for hunting caribou during the 

summer, even by boat… The caribou went to that point during the summer when it 

was hot out. They went to the coast when there was still ice on the shore. That's 

when there were mosquitoes. The caribou would go to the point to be away from the 

mosquitoes and also to keep cool…” 

C27 “In those areas by the ice near the coast there will always be caribou in summer. 

When people camped on the coast, they would be away from mosquitoes and they 

would also keep cool. The caribou also went to these areas when the sun was really 

hot. That is where the people got caribou from and also made dry meat. They call 

these sites where the ice did not melt during the summer ‘nuulak’. That is where 
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Inuit hunted the caribou.” 

C29 “… There are bug free places around the ocean shores (east and north of 

Omingmaktok and on Hingikyoak or Banks Peninsula)…” 

4.2.3.2. Cliffs, Eskers and Hills 

Hills and cliffs provided tuktuk with windy areas to escape heat and insects. However, to the 
detriment of tuktuk, akhak (grizzly bears) walked the cliff ridges, in order to hunt tuktuk. 
Cliffs could also be a problem for tuktuk if they were too steep. Places where snow or ice 
persisted all summer were important escape habitats. 

Tuktuk liked to walk on eskers but so did their predators. As a result, tuktuk made detours 
around the amagok (wolf), tigiganiak (white fox) and kayuktok (red fox) dens. Caribou were 
found on the eskers in winter because there was less snow there, and foraging for plants 
underneath the snow was easier.  

C3 “…The caribou stay around the hill snow banks during the summer to keep cool 

when it gets really hot and when there are lots of mosquitoes…. 

When the caribou get into a swarm of mosquitoes they run to get away from them, 

trying to catch a breeze. They also stay around the tops of hills facing into the wind. 

They go to snow banks on the sides of hills that have persisted when it gets too hot 

out.” 

C6 “We gathered together hunting caribou where there were lots of cliffs inland. The 

caribou find shade in and urinate in the shadow of the cliffs. These areas would get 

very stinky when there were lots of caribou cooling off in the shade. Caribou keep 

using the same areas for urinating causing these areas to get really smelly.” 

C25 “… The caribou stay under these small cliffs to keep cool from the sun. The bears 

try and catch the scent of animals under the cliffs by walking on top. I got a grizzly 

bear that had jumped onto a caribou that had found shade under a cliff. That caribou 

was just starting to die when I got it…” 

C25 “…The caribou and muskox use the eskers sometimes. The caribou sometimes 

travel using the eskers... The wolves and foxes den at these eskers so the caribou 

make a wide circle around these dens…” 

C51 “Eskers are important for wolves. Eskers are used as denning areas and are major 

caribou migrations routes during the summer time. The wolves often work these 

migration routes in the summer time for food.” 

4.3. Island Caribou 

Island caribou were smaller than mainland caribou but larger than most Peary caribou. They 
had the characteristic pelt colour and patterns of Peary caribou but were slightly darker. 
These tuktuk migrated across the sea ice to winter on the mainland and returned to Killinik 
(Victoria Island) for calving, summer, and the rut. 
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The numbers of Island caribou were on the increase and their distribution was expanding. 
Kilingoyak (Kent Peninsula) and Elu Inlet area did not have tuktuk or omingmak (muskox) in 
the past. During the time of the NTKP interviews (mid-1990s) consultants said that numbers 
of Island caribou were increasing and that their distribution was expanding. 

C16a “… When we first started staying here (west edge of Elu Inlet, Kilingoyak) there 

were no caribou around…. Back then we used to go hunt caribou around here (on 

the mainland south of Melville Sound)… When we and Tighak(s) used to stay around 

there, there were no caribou… At that time there were only white foxes… 

We used to hunt caribou by boat and we used the ice cracks to cut across. We used 

ice cracks to cross (Melville Sound) when we really wanted caribou meat. During the 

spring we used a kayak to hunt caribou. There was nothing at Kilingoyak so we had 

to go to the mainland…” 

C48 “… I remember there used to be none along the Island (Killinik). When I was 

young there was none. There was only a few caribou; it was harder to hunt caribou 

down there. There were only a few caribou on the Island and they'd come to our land 

once in a while. Every spring, what they call ‘aatikton’, would come down to the 

ocean. They probably came from the wooded areas, from far.  

A long time ago, people would travel to the Island and there was no caribou. The 

caribou would not come across… I'm getting old now and the caribou are showing 

again. My father in-law used to tell me, there used to be a lot of caribou on the island 

and they would hunt with a bow and arrow. They didn't have rifles then, when I was 

born, when I was a child.” 

The increasing numbers and distribution of caribou was accompanied by more predators 
such as akhak (grizzly bears), amagok (wolves) and kalvik (wolverine), all of which were rarer 
in the past during the consultants’ lifetimes. The consultants remembered stories from their 
grandparents that spoke of a greater abundance. 

C43. “The distribution of wolverine has not changed much but they seem to be 

getting more at Victoria Island because Island caribou are migrating north. They 

follow the caribou. 

Those Island caribou migrate south. In the spring they go back down there north to 

Victoria Island and the wolves and wolverine follow them. Long ago there used to be 

hardly any wolves at Victoria Island where I used to live (Kikiktanayok area). Only at 

certain times would you see wolves down there but there were no caribou and no 

wolverine. Now they are getting caribou, wolverine and wolves down there.” 

4.3.1. Migration 

Island caribou spent the winter on the mainland and migrated back to Killinik (Victoria Island) 
in spring where they calved and spent the summer. They came back to the land of the 
Kiligiktokmiut in the fall, once the ice had formed in Dease Strait and they could cross easily. 
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Once on the mainland, Island caribou frequently mixed with the mainland caribou. In the fall 
Island caribou mixed with Ahiak caribou that were migrating south to the treeline. 

The NTKP has little information on Island caribou calving areas on Killinik (Victoria Island) and 
more information on when these tuktuk were on the mainland. Calving areas were said to 
occur north of Kanikyoak (Prince Albert Sound) and near Cambridge Bay, both inland and on 
the coast.  

C7 “The caribou migrate or travel anywhere because they walk by just about 

anywhere. All that area (Hannigayok (Back River)) always has caribou.” 

C7 mapped two migration corridors: one that followed the south coast of Killinik 

and one that followed the coast from Kugyoak (Perry River) up Etibliakyok (the 

isthmus) to the north coast of Kent Peninsula (Kilingoyak). The answer relates to 

potentially two herds. The migration corridors are of the Island herd and may also 

include the Ahiak herd on the mainland. Hannigayok is in the summer range of the 

Ahiak herd. 

C11. “… There, down there, from Victoria Island, the caribou from this island would 

come here (around Akinngak (Koignuk River)) … That is how it goes. The caribou 

from Victoria Island would go down to the Kalgilik area, to the mainland.” 

C11. “This is Kalgilik, where the caribou from Victoria Island would go, they are 

heading down there right now (fall time). To Kalgilik, and here to Bay Chimo as 

well… 

It is hard to mark down exactly where the caribou go because they do not always 

walk to one area. They would go to Bay Chimo, down here to Kalgilik, and to 

Tahikafalok. They would scatter around that area. They would go in the Kalgilik 

area…” 

C34. “The caribou travel heading east from south of Kugyoak and around here 

(Kilingoyak (Kent Peninsula)). The caribou seems to be one when they are heading 

north. In the spring and fall they start to cross Dease Strait heading back to Victoria 

Island…” 

C212. “Tahikafalok. Cows are there, in the fall… The bull caribou, right now (fall 

time), are usually on the cliffs. These are the white caribou, the Island caribou.” 

C215 “Around here (southeast of Omingmaktok) I've seen Island caribou, here in Bay 

Chimo (Omingmaktok). We would travel to Bay Chimo (Omingmaktok) in April from 

here, and we’d see them all the time here. This was in April. 

That's Koagyok. Yeah, the island caribou are always coming around here… The island 

caribou have come to this area (point inland south of Hiukkitak)…” 
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4.3.2. Crossing Locations 

Once the ice formed in late November and December, Island caribou crossed over to the 
mainland where they over-wintered. The most important crossing area was at the west end 
of the Queen Maud Gulf at Etibliakyok (Kent Peninsula isthmus) although there were also 
crossing locations across Dease Strait (Figure 9). 

C19 “That point (Aoulativikyoak (Whitebear Point)) is very shallow so the ice melts 

quickly… There are lots of caribou tracks during the summer because wildlife swim 

at that location. Sometimes Inuit would see the caribou there when there was hardly 

any water on the land. In the summer there are caribou tracks and they also swim 

there. Inuit would see caribou there during the summer.” 

C26 “Victoria Island caribou … come through Cambridge Bay area down to 

Kingakyok (to Cape Colborne across Dease Strait); they cut across to the mainland 

(to Kilingoyak, down the Etibliakyok portage and follow the coast east) down to 

Ellice River (Kunayok).” 

C26 “….In the fall we go as far as Kunayok (Ellice River), the same thing as summer. 

This is where we used to get our caribou from, across the inlet on the mainland 

because there are hardly any caribou here (near Cambridge Bay) unless it freezes up a 

bit. Then the caribou start to come to Victoria Island. By fall, all the caribou are 

usually way over here (south on Kunayok). That is how far we have to travel to. Once 

in a while you spot them around this area, along the coast on the mainland toward 

Ellice and Perry Rivers. 

In winter, the caribou mostly cross to the mainland anywhere along here (west 

Queen Maud Gulf)… In the winter I mostly travel around the mainland. All this area 

always has caribou in the winter time, from Cambridge Bay to here (from Kilingoyak 

to Kunayok).” 

C48 “My parents and the people from the west around Nagyoktok (Richardson 

Islands) used to hunt caribou with bow and arrow when the caribou were headed 

inland before freeze up. They would gather at Nagyoktok in snow houses. They'd 

look for a path along the shore. It was difficult to travel far. They'd catch a lot of 

caribou without rifles by Nagyoktok and the surrounding area.” 

4.3.3. Winter 

In the late 1940s caribou had wintered in some numbers on Killinik (Victoria Island). However, 
in general, caribou were rare there during winter. When present during winter, tuktuk were 
mostly found near Cambridge Bay.  
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Island caribou wintered on the mainland because of better forage. They mixed with Ahiak 
caribou at this time. The majority were found in the Kugyoak and Kunayok areas (Perry and 
Ellice Rivers, Queen Maud Gulf). Other wintering areas were near Omingmaktok, Kilingoyak 
(Kent Peninsula), Kolgayok (Tingmeak River), Etibliakyok (Kilingoyak isthmus), Naoyak (Parry 
Bay), Katimanak (where Hivogahik (Hood River) and James River meet), and between 
Bathurst Inlet (Kiligiktokmik) and Ellice River. These areas were rocky with less snow and 
caribou could graze there. 

A number of wintering areas for Island and Ahiak caribou were mapped in northern Bathurst 
Inlet (Figure 10). Hiukkittak also was an important wintering location. However, the majority 
of Island and Ahiak caribou in winter were found further east, in the Kugyoak and Kunayok 
areas (Perry and Ellice Rivers, Queen Maud Bird Sanctuary). 

C4Oming “Now there are caribou that are wintering around Omingmaktok and 

Kunayok. In some years the caribou further north migrate to these areas in the fall.” 

C5 “There are lots of caribou around when they winter here (between Kunayok and 

Kolgayok). One time during the winter I saw lots of caribou around there. It was 

when I was trapping, maybe 1946 or 1947. There are some caribou during the winter 

now but not that many, but a few, even around this rough area… Even this area 

(Kolgayok headwaters) has caribou sometimes and in some years there are no 

caribou.”  

C11. “… This is Kapihiliktok (Hope Bay) here… There are always caribou there during 

the winter, it’s rough terrain...  

The Island caribou would winter close to Bay Chimo, around that area. There are a lot 

of caribou in this area, we used to hunt there. The Island caribou as well as the 

mainland caribou; they'd be in this area.” 

C11 “This area here is called Kanuyak. Caribou would cross to these islands. There are 

always caribou in these areas, during the winter... They would hunt for caribou along 

the shore. The caribou would go along here.” 

C11 “Caribou would winter around the lakes (three lakes on Banks Peninsula: 

Keeliakyuk, Akullialuk and Kangilialok). I remember this area where caribou would 

winter, this one too, there are always caribou in the area (Nannitaak region).” 

C19 “There are caribou that winter around here (Kugyoak) and Kilingoyak (Kent 

Peninsula)… These Island caribou mix with the mainland caribou that are from 

around Ahiak (west of Kugyoak)… The caribou are always staying close to 

Omingmaktok and Kilingoyak during the winter.” 
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C29 “…. During the winter some caribou are in groups of 100 or more and some are 

in smaller groups of less than 100. Over here (Kent Peninsula and Perry and Ellice 

Rivers) is where I usually hunt caribou. There are always lots of caribou, near 

Kunayok (Ellice River) and around the top of (north of) Etibliakyok (Kent Peninsula 

isthmus), and parts of this area (along the coast). Further north of Omingmaktok 

and near Naoyak (Parry Bay) and Katimanak by the bay (Tagionoak) (have 

caribou)…” 

4.4. Mainland Caribou (Bathurst & Ahiak Herds) 

The Ahiak herd was recognized as separate from the Bathurst herd by biologists because 
these caribou did not calve in the same places as did Bathurst caribou. The name Ahiak was 
taken from their calving grounds, the Ahiak region west of Perry River (Kugyoak). 

The Bathurst caribou herd was named for Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet), the area that the 
herd traditionally calved in. They have calved both west and east of Kiligiktokmik. Their vast 
post-calving and summer range is the barrens of the west Kitikmeot. They typically winter in 
the boreal forest although their winter range is variable, from southeast of Emakyoak (Great 
Bear Lake) towards northeast Great Slave Lake. 

Consultants did not separate Bathurst and Ahiak caribou although they recognized that some 
tuktuk calved at Bathurst Inlet and other tuktuk calved in the Kunayok and Kugyoak areas. 
They did not use the term “Ahiak herd” but typically referred to mainland caribou or Bathurst 
caribou, and they used the two terms interchangeably.  

Island and mainland caribou mixed in the fall, winter and spring. Ahiak caribou calving 
grounds overlapped with the Bathurst herd, and their winter ranges overlapped with those 
of the Beverly, Bathurst, and Victoria Island herds. 

Nunamiut encountered mainland tuktuk typically during spring and fall migrations, although 
there were exceptions. Kiligiktokmiut were in proximity to mainland caribou in spring, 
summer and fall. Nunamiut and Kiligiktokmiut in some areas had access to tuktuk all year. 

4.4.1. Spring Migration 

The typical spring and fall migration routes for mainland caribou were a general north-east 
and south-west migration (Figure 11). Once caribou reached Bathurst Inlet (Kiligiktokmik) 
their migration routes split up both sides of the Inlet, west to Hivogahik (Hood River) and to 
the coast. The route along the east side of Kiligiktokmik followed the inlet north to the 
mouth of Hiukkittak, northeast to the mouth of Kunayok (Ellice River) and east to the mouth 
of Kugyoak (Perry River). All of Bathurst Inlet, including the proposed Sabina development is 
used by migratory caribou (Figure 12), because of the proximity of the calving grounds. 

4.4.1.1. Bathurst and Ahiak Herds 

The distribution and movements of Bathurst caribou changed frequently over time. In 
particular, spring migratory routes changed often. Sometimes caribou went through Kingaok 
but other times they were further east or west. One consultant said that caribou regularly 
came through Kingaok in the spring but had not done so for about a decade, because of 
changes in calving areas. 
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C5 “Sometimes the caribou go right through Kingaok but sometimes they go a little 

further this way (south around the end of Kiligiktokmik to the east side of 

Kiligiktokmik)… They don’t always use the same route…” 

C5 “The caribou travel through this area after they have traveled north for a while, 

through these narrows (Katimanak, west Bathurst Inlet across to the east side of the 

inlet)…” 

C11 “There would be caribou along the shoreline in this area during the spring. There 

is always caribou along the shoreline during the spring. There is always caribou 

anywhere along here (western Bathurst Inlet). There are always caribou along this 

area in the spring.” 

C17 “…We used to see the Bathurst caribou both before and after they had their 

calves. They came right through Kingaok but now they don’t. I don't know why… 

 We hardly see caribou around the houses (at Kingaok) anymore. For ten years, 

maybe more or maybe less, caribou haven’t been coming around. Long ago we used 

to have thousands and thousands right around the houses. From late April to May we 

used to see lots of caribou but now we hardly see any…” 

C17 “The caribou calve mostly at Tinney Hills. I think they still go there but they take a 

different route now… When we first came to Kingaok twenty-four years ago, there 

were lots of caribou calving here back then. We hardly see anything like that 

anymore… 

I don't know when they stopped calving near Kingaok. Maybe it was when people 

started surveying and when the helicopters started flying around.” 

C21 “… Where I used to live, as a young man there would be so many caribou 

migrating (between Kingaok and Koklok on Beechey Lake). Some of the land would 

have no caribou. The caribou are migrating and that is why there are no caribou 

sometimes. Maybe you can see only one, but never large herds.” 

C25 “… There are always lots of caribou migrating through here, where we call 

Hannigayok (Back River). The caribou stop because of this river. That is why there are 

always lots of wolves there. Once the river breaks up in the spring, caribou are found 

on both sides of the river. I think that is the reason why wolves stay around there.  

Sometimes the caribou stop at Hanningayuk (Beechey lake) when they are having 

their calves… I've heard that sometimes there would be many wolves around and 

they sometimes reach the houses. All this land is full of wolves. In the spring, when 

the caribou are having their calves, they sometimes have to stop because that river 

(Back River) is very strong…” 

C29 “Caribou travel by Tahialok (on Kilingoyak), Kunayok and Kugyoak … and also on 
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the mainland east of Ekalivik (Footprint River). They use that area and there are 

always caribou around there. All that area always has caribou.”  

C203 “…They were just walking, just a walk and then they maybe only broke into a 

trot and then that was it. From what I remember, it was like they must have been a 

good three thousand animals in the herd that was passing through, because it was 

like a long line. May, I think it was in May, probably in May. I remember our house was 

over here on this side. See this herd of caribou cutting across, they were just cutting 

across like this. Coming in that direction eh, they were going in this direction, 1971 

maybe, last time I saw a big herd like that was in 1971 (crossing the sea ice from 

Omingmaktok to Ekalolialok). They were all cows and calves. I saw cows and calves 

going, and that herd I saw this morning was basically cows and yearlings.” 

C203 “I remember my brother Jimmy when he was a young man maybe about 

twenty. He remembers being at Arctic Sound. Right on the east side of Arctic Sound 

along that east shore, and he said that he literally saw thousands of caribou just 

migrating. That was in the early 1960s or mid 1960s. 

He said there was lots of caribou; he came back with a sled load of caribou in the 

springtime. He said it was like thousands everywhere. It is nice and green in here in 

the summer around the Hood River area. Hood River, James River right up to about 

Daniel Moore Bay (Kangihoakyok), that whole place is really lush. Nice and green 

around the Banks Peninsula (Hinikyoak). It is really nice in there in the summer time. 

Always see caribou all along in here, lots of caribou. I know there is always lots of 

caribou here (all of Banks Peninsula and large area to the north).” 

C210 “In March there were lots of caribou going across that way (crossing between 

Ekalolialok and Kanuyak). Lots of caribou tracks in March, barrenland caribou moving 

back north.” 

4.4.2. Calving 

Consultants described Bathurst herd calving areas at locations both inland and near the 
ocean (Figure 13). Inland calving areas included north and south of Tahikyoak (Contwoyto 
Lake), the shorelines of Tahikyoak, Aimaokatalok (Kathawachaga Lake) and Kaomaogaktok 
(Rockinghorse Lake).  

Tuktuk often gave birth during migration to the calving ground. If migration was late due to 
weather, they calved on route. Some consultants felt that tuktuk didn’t have a particular 
calving area, or that calving areas changed frequently. 

C51 “The first (caribou) herds reach the coast around the Bathurst area, just west of 

the Bathurst area, and also east of Bathurst area by Bay Chimo (Omingmaktok). The 

latter (caribou that arrive east of Kiligiktokmik) tend to have their calves along the 

migration routes…” 
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C44 “The location of the calving grounds doesn’t seem to change but sometimes 

during the spring the caribou are late in giving birth to their calves. Some give birth 

just past Tahikyoak while they are heading north. By the time they reach northeast of 

Omingmaktok they already have their calves.” 

Calving areas had changed over the consultants’ lifetimes. In the past mainland caribou 
calved on the west side of Kiligiktokmik but in recent times calved on the east side of the 
Inlet. As a result, people in Kingaok no longer saw caribou come through their community in 
the spring. When Bathurst caribou calved on east side of the inlet, their calving grounds 
mixed with those of the Ahiak herd (Figure 13). 

Inuit consultants talked about (Ahiak) caribou calving in the area south of the Etibliakyok 
(Kilingoyak isthmus) for many years. Important calving areas included Kunayok (Ellice River), 
Kolgayok (Tingmeak River), Aoulativikyoak (Whitebear Point), Kugakyoak (Kuugaarjuk River) 
and Haloakhiokvik. Calving areas for Ahiak caribou do not occur in the Sabina study area. 

Calving areas for Bathurst caribou are present throughout the Sabina study area (Figure 14). 
All of eastern Bathurst Inlet was used for calving. On the east coast, the most important 
calving area was at Katimanak Kangihok (Arctic Sound) although smaller calving areas also 
occurred on Hinikyoak (Banks Peninsula) and in the vicinities of Kingaok and Tahikafalok 
(Bathurst Lake). All of Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) and south was a major calving location.  

C1 “… When I was a child we wintered around here (north end of Tahikafalok 

(Bathurst Lake)). Inuit traveled to there (Kingaok) walking, with their dogs to 

backpack their supplies. There were lots of caribou around there, yes lots of caribou 

when we going there. There were lots of newborn calves then.” 

C1 “… When I was with my grandfather as a child the caribou used to calve around 

this area (south of Bathurst Inlet, east of Western River).” 

C4Oming “The caribou have their calving grounds around Elu Inlet (east and south of 

Omingmaktok) and near the coastline (southeast Bathurst Inlet, Gordon Bay area).” 

C4oming “I've heard in the recent years of a whole bunch caribou calving around 

here (point south of Kikiktakafalok). Just a few years ago, couple years, I've heard of 

caribou calving there. I must have been around 60, or 59 years old. Probably 1966, 

I've heard of caribou calving there." 

C5 “… Sometimes they calve around this area (west Kiligiktokmik). Sometimes they 

go through here (south to west side of Kiligiktokmik) and sometimes they calve in 

that area too… In the spring when there is too much snow on the ground at the 

calving area they calve somewhere else and they calve somewhere else again the 

next year… 

They move from here to here (from Kiligiktokmik to Kilingoyak) depending on the 

lateness of the spring. When the snow gets too soft they quit traveling… I know 

these two areas (west and east Kiligiktokmik) because I've seen caribou giving birth 

to lots of calves…” 
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C6 “… This is where we watched caribou calving (an area on Mara River west of 

Ameoba Lake). We would watch. It was fun. They would calve all over this area (an 

area south Beechey Lake to the east of Papegak). But this is where we watched them 

calve one spring (lake southeast of Tikigak)). We watched quite a bit. They usually 

calve around here; this is where we'd see calves.” 

C11 “… I travelled that area with my parents, there's some of the routes we took, the 

lakes, river. There are trees on the other side of Beechey Lake (Hanningayuk). I've 

seen caribou calving grounds and used to watch a lot of caribou calving in that area 

in the spring. I used to watch with my parents, somewhere along this area (large area 

east of Tahikafalok (Bathurst Lake)). There would be a lot of caribou calving around 

there…” 

C11 “Caribou would calve along here, I should've marked the whole area. Caribou 

calving grounds (long line northeast from Tudlak to Kunayok (Ellice River). The 

caribou would be walking along this area. Or even this way. This is another 

traditional camping ground. Caribou have calved in the area all along here. After 

they've calved they would walk and swim, lots.” 

C16a “Caribou calve up there near Hanningayuk (south Beechey Lake) and by 

Hiukkittak (at Kimakton). Hiukkittak always has calves … Long ago, I remember 

some of the caribou calved near Kingaok. Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay) is another 

area where the caribou calve…” 

C16a “…The caribou can be seen in August after they’ve had their calves. There are a 

lot of caribou around this area (Beechey Lake) in August. They travel anywhere 

around here because that's where the caribou migration routes are… This was when 

they start their annual migration southwards to where there are trees. When we 

stayed there with Komak(s) it was lots of fun… 

It was noisy then. The caribou migrated through all day and all night at the lake 

where we stayed, right close to the tents. That area is called Tudlak (at Beechey 

Lake). We stayed there in August and the caribou were migrating through at that 

time. The calves were making lots of noise. They were a lot of fun to watch… 

There are calves also around here east shore of Bathurst Inlet. We walked that area 

during the summer and there were lots of calves around…” 

C17 “I have seen caribou calving here (on coast south of Elliott Point) and here 

(Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside River) delta). About seven or six years ago (1980s).” 

C28 “This is where calves would be born, sometimes they would get eaten from 

wolves as soon as they were born (point north of Tudlak on Hanningayuk). This is 

where caribou would calve in July, and in June. Some of them would freeze to death 

and some would be eaten by wolves.” 
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C28 “… This is where they'd calve as well, during the spring, in June. Yes, when we're 

travelling to the ocean and going in land as well (travel route from Beechey Lake to 

Kingaok).” 

C207 “About ten years ago they were calving right in here around this area (west 

shore of far south Bathurst Inlet) in the spring till mid June, early June. I saw them 

just as they were born. Just come out. Maybe couple of hours old. We were traveling 

by snowmobile, just looking around here but used to always come over the nuna to 

calve, around here somewhere near the east.  

All this here (large area on east shore of south Bathurst Inlet) are old calving 

grounds. They were starting to calve yesterday when we were going across. They are 

starting to go further up.  

Last year we were flying in the helicopter and saw a lot of calves around the Hood 

River. Last few years I think they've been calving around the Hood (large area 

between Hood and James Rivers). 1996, 1997 and 1995. They starting calving on the 

west side probably about five years ago now, five or six years ago.” 

C212 “I have seen caribou calving at Tahikafalok (an area to the south and east of 

Tahikafalok). There are always a lot of caribou calving there (1992). And I have seen 

calving here (on west side of Bathurst Inlet, area to the south of Otkohikhalik 

(Wentzel River)).” 

4.4.3. Post-Calving and Summer 

Tuktuk left the calving areas immediately after having their calves. There were two main 
types of post-calving movements for mainland tuktuk, to the south, and to coastal 
shorelines. Tuktuk that traveled to the coast were said to originate from Kilokgiktok 
(Western River).  

Mainland tuktuk were distributed across a large area in the summer and their occurrence was 
unpredictable and variable. There could be caribou in the study area during post-calving and 
summer, especially near the water. During this time they used a number of predictable and 
traditional crossing locations during open water in Kiligiktokmik Bathurst Inlet (Figure 15). 

C4Oming “I used to spend a lot of time here in the past and I've seen a bunch of 

caribou crossing around here after they've calved. When they're heading south, 

there'd be a whole bunch crossing around here (narrows on Tudlak at Hanningayuk 

(Beechey Lake). We used to spend the summer there and see the caribou. Close to 

August; I don't remember what year, it was a long time ago. When they're heading 

south from the calving grounds, a lot of caribou would cross there.” 

C11 “The caribou stay in this area all summer long as well as in the fall. When 

September comes, they would stay here for a bit by the ocean, and then pass by this 

bay (across the north end of Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay)).” 
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C11 “… Caribou would swim around here. Or even this way. Caribou would travel 

along this route during the summer, there are many travel routes and crossings. 

There's another crossing there. They would swim to the island (at Kingmigot).” 

C11 “…This is a traditional camping ground (mouth of Hiukkittak). Here's a crossing 

(where the mouth of Hiukkittak narrows into the river). That's another water 

crossing (narrows in inlet south of Gordon Bay).” 

This is called Kikiktakafalok (Rideout Island). Some caribou would cross around here 

and some would cross over here (two narrow locations between Kikiktakafalok and 

the mainland, and Kikiktakafalok and the island to the south; and two other narrow 

locations between the southern island also known as Kikiktakafalok and the 

mainland ). During the summer, the caribou head that way. They would calve over 

here and travel this way during the summer, right here, swimming. They would travel 

along here, and some would swim around here. They'd be along this area as well. 

Mainland caribou would spend summers here.” 

C11 “… Caribou would swim around here (at Kukiviakyok, land narrows at the north 

end of Charr Lake)... Or even this way. Caribou would travel along this route during 

the summer, there are many travel routes and crossings. There's another crossing 

there. They would swim to the island.” 

C11 “… This area is Kongok. This is where they'd swim (crossing north of Kongok). 

They'd swim there. They'd swim anywhere along here.” 

C11 “This is where people would go to hunt. They would get up through here, there 

would be many people travelling together (from Kingaok south through Tahikafalok 

(Bathurst Lake) to Kilokgiktok (Western River)). There are a lot of trees in that area. 

The caribou would travel between the trees, and some would swim and be swept 

away and killed from the rapids. They'd get stuck as well because of the high cliffs.” 

C16a “… We traveled by walking and we used to pack caribou far… We got caribou 

from around Kingaok, and near the land at Nakhoak (placename not verified; Brown 

Sound area). We used a boat with only oars to go there… People didn't have kickers 

or boat motors… When there was a breeze the people would use a sail to go and 

return home… When it got windy and the wind direction was right, they used part 

of their tents to make a sail. At that time I used to travel with my brother 

Anikgoak… 

The tent poles were tied together to make the sail. The sails were good to use 

because you didn't have to use the oars to travel… 

We would get the dark (Bathurst) caribou at Ekatukyoak during the summer. 

Anikgoak and Kadlun were still alive when we were at Ekatukyoak. I used to go 

hunting for caribou with a boat using oars with my brothers. We also got caribou at 
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Kikiktagafalok (Young Islands) when we hunted there… 

Those are the main caribou hunting areas we used when we hunted with a boat… 

Caribou swam across these narrows at Ekatukyoak. That was our main hunting area 

when my brothers were still alive…” 

C20a “The caribou would cross anywhere on here (four crossings between 

Kikiktakafalok (north and south Islands). The caribou would be anywhere on here. 

Caribou are always swimming here too.” 

C20b “A long time ago, we would see caribou crossing, inland, they'd go this way or 

even that way. They always swim to get to the other side (four-km south of Kongok 

on south side of Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake)). There's a crossing here on the bay 

that looks like a road….They use it all the time to swim to and from other areas. 

I spent some time there. When I was a little girl that is where my parents would wait 

for the caribou to cross, there and here (upper-mid Hanningayuk).” 

C28 “…This lake is where we'd watch caribou calves. This is Beechey Lake 

(Hanningayuk). This is where Ekalut(s) would camp (east of Tudlak on Hanningayuk). 

This is called Tahialok (narrows at Hannigayok (Winter Water Reach), this is where 

we had a tent and that's where caribou would swim (at Tudlak). It was fun in the 

past, it was a lot of fun back then.” 

C51 “… These crossings are funneling areas (Hannigayok (Winter Water Reach at 

Beechey Lake). Late spring and fall crossings. And narrow. Also they tend to funnel 

around this way, east side of Beechey Lake. Any large lake, sort of a wide lake they 

funnel around, but I'm sure they use crossings like this too (Kongok on Beechey 

Lake). This would be a crossing (nadlok east of Kongok).” 

C204 “… Right at Bathurst (Kingaok) they are always crossing… Around this here 

(across north end of Omingmaktok (lake) at Muskox creek; and at Kingaok). By 

swimming or ice, both this time of year… That's where they cross most of the time 

(across central Bathurst Inlet from west to east). Here (from Aniakhiokvik (Fishing 

Lake) east across a peninsula and Bathurst Inlet ). Around this whole thing here (all 

of southern Bathurst Inlet)…” 

C207 “I've seen a lot of caribou swimming across from Manning Point to Kaogyok 

(from both Koagyoks (islands) to Tinney Hills; from south and north ends of Koagyok 

(Goulburn Island) to Banks Peninsula). Summer, swimming. Bulls, and in late 

summer, September. Some cows, but not too many. They usually go around the Inlet 

I guess. 

Crossings up through here, south tip of Kaogyok. Lots of good hunting around in 

September (across Elliot Point to Koagyok). About September, August. September, 

and in the spring they all cross in the inlet. Around Kaogyok is the most northern 
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place I've seen them crossing. Right down the Inlet, through here. 

They all cross that in the spring when there's ice up right through the Inlet (wide 

crossing from Kanuyak east to the mainland). In the spring, they usually cross the 

river. But mostly to the south of Bathurst (Kingaok), southeast has always more 

traffic than here.” 

Some crossings were dangerous, such as at the rapids at Kilokgiktok (Western River). 
Sometimes caribou were unable to cross because of rough water and they would get 
trapped, resulting in mortalities. Consultants described three such events, on Tahikafalok 
(Bathurst Lake), Kikiktagafalok (Young Island) and Kikiktakafalok (Rideout Island). 

The event on Kikiktakafalok discussed by Consultant C203 below was published in a paper by 
Henry and Gunn (1991). Kikiktakafalok is a rocky 40 km2 island. It is separated from the 
mainland by a narrow channel of 2.5 km and from a larger island to the south by 1.5 km. 
During the summer of 1987 some 500 to 1000 cows and calves became stranded on the 
Island and remained there for 8-12 weeks. There was insufficient forage to support the 
animals until freeze-up. All of the available vegetation was eaten and some areas were 
heavily trampled. The caribou eventually died from malnutrition or were killed by wolves and 
bears (Henry and Gunn 1991).  

This was the first time that large numbers of caribou stranded on an island had been 
reported by scientists, who had been alerted by Inuit. In their paper Henry and Gunn (1991) 
cite two Inuit individuals who told them that they believed high winds discouraged the 
caribou from swimming away, and that lack of leadership among the group was also an 
important factor. 

C4Oming “…It must've been around 1975, I've heard when one of the first planes 

flew over they spotted a whole bunch of dead caribou in the spring (south 

Tahikafalok (Bathurst Lake). I heard that a lot of dead caribou were spotted when 

they flew over. 

They must have gone through thin ice; the caribou from around here (Bathurst 

caribou). They probably went through thin ice. They must have tried crossing on thin 

ice in the spring. There was a lot of dead caribou up that way. In the spring time, 

when the ice was gone, they must have been swimming. They were seen in July, 

there was ice in some areas.” 

C11 “Sometimes the caribou would travel inland from Bathurst Inlet (Kingaok), here's 

the travel route. This area on the river is dangerous, that's where there usually are 

caribou. There are high cliffs on each side of the river which makes it difficult to 

climb. That's along Western River (Kilokgiktok). Sometimes caribou would get stuck 

in the high area on the cliffs. Sometimes they would get caught in the rapids, that is 

where the caribou would get stuck (an area on Kilokgiktok (Western River) east of 

Tahikafalok (Bathurst Lake) ).” 

C203 “All of Young Islands (Kikiktagafalok) is good sometimes during the summer. 

Sometimes they get trapped on the island. One time we had about two-hundred 
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mainland caribou stuck on that island, so they were starving when it froze up. They 

all were trying to go across, most of them fell through the ice. A few died, not much. 

They were too hungry, they started across. They were just about out of food for the 

caribou on that island. They were really skinny. It was about the time when I was 

sixteen probably (1989). Most of the wolves caught those caribou on the island. 

When the ice came, the caribou were weak.” 

C203 “I remember one year some caribou were stuck on Rideout Island 

(Kikiktakafalok). They didn't swim across and they ate all the vegetation off on the 

island and they died on here. It was in 1990 I think. I think in 1990-91, I can't 

remember. Lots of caribou died off on here on Rideout Island (Kikiktakafalok), lots of 

skeletons there. November, October? Before they could cross. It was in the fall…” 

4.4.4. Fall Migration 

On a regional scale, tuktuk used the same corridors during spring and fall migrations (Figure 
11, Figure 12). Bathurst caribou began to move south in the middle of July with major 
movements in August and September. Most consultants said that caribou passed by them in 
August and September, depending on where they lived and what year it was. In some places 
there could be no caribou around by September. 

C11 “Sometimes the caribou would spend the summer here. When the caribou are 

heading down from here, they would gather in the fall in September (at western 

Bathurst Inlet). Near the end of September. They gather in different areas, when the 

first snowfall comes. They would come from the Kugluktuk area, from the coastline, 

after summering along the shore, from the lakes. They would get together and head 

inland. There are caribou all over in the summer…”  

C11 “When the caribou are migrating south, they'd take this route (southeast, across 

Hannigayok (Winter Water Reach) and down west side of Hanningayuk (Beechey 

Lake)). This is where caribou would walk, swim along here. There are more than one 

crossing. They'd swim anywhere along the river.” 

C204 “When they're crossing the main route, there's always hair on the river, along 

the shore (Ayappappaktokvik (Burnside River)…, along the whole Burnside. Big balls 

of hair in this area.” 

C204 “… In the fall they hit this water (ten-km long water area along east shore of 

Kaogyok (Quadyuk Island)) and they have to go around, because that's Bathurst 

Inlet” 

C210 “We see caribou right up here in the fall time (an area on the mainland across 

from Rideout Island). This is where they still hunt caribou. Fall caribou.” 
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4.4.5. Winter 

Inland areas with tuktuk during winter included Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake), Ahiak (region 
east of Emakyoak (Great Bear Lake), Aipkaktaktokvik (a location on Burnside River), Yamba 
Lake, Lac de Gras, Tahikaffaloknahik (Itchen Lake) and Aylmer Lake.  

Within Bathurst Inlet, mainland caribou wintered in the northern part of the inlet and on both 
east and west sides. As discussed in the Island Caribou section, these are places where the 
different herds would inter-mingle. The only place in southern Bathurst Inlet with mainland 
caribou in winter was Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) (Figure 10). Habitats used during winter 
consisted of rough and rocky areas because there was less snow and access to vegetation 
was easier.  

C1 “When I used to stay near Tahikyoak and we traveled to Kingaok… the caribou 

would be way south of Kingaok during the winter and fall up around 

Aipkaktaktokvik. That area always has caribou because there are rivers on both sides 

and flat wetlands. The caribou use that area for wintering.” 

C11 “The caribou would stay in this area during the winter. Sometimes they'd be 

around here during the winter. There are caribou here during the winter as well (a 

thirty-km line on the west shore of Hanningayuk).That's when there are caribou 

around during the winter. Sometimes there would be a big herd. The caribou don't 

always winter in the one area. 

C11 “… This is part of Hanigakhik (Brown Sound), part of Tikigakyok (Wollaston 

Point). There are always caribou in the area. Caribou would spend winters, more than 

once; the mainland caribou.” 

C210 “This whole place had caribou all winter (Tikigakyok (Banks Peninsula)). All 

around home (Goulburn Peninsula)… there are always caribou.”  

C210 “Lots of caribou there all winter. Today I just go there for the day, for the ride. 

Lots of caribou. Big herd of caribou tracks, just lots up here (an area on the east side 

of Hivogahik (Hood River) from the coast south to James River). Caribou all winter on 

here. There was caribou all winter at home. Until probably end of April, there was 

hardly any. Mostly mainland caribou, barrenland caribou (Ahiak caribou herd). I 

guess they were moving all down. Lots of caribou in the winter.” 

C210 “This whole place had caribou all winter (western Tikigakyok (Banks 

Peninsula)). Here (peninsula in north-central Tagionoak (Goulburn Lake), point on 

northwest Hanikgahiagohik on Goulburn Peninsula). I’ll mark wherever I saw the 

caribou. I should just make a big circle (Goulburn Peninsula).” 

C215 “… Here (large area on northwest shore of Kiligiktokmik) is where we saw 

caribou in the winter.” 
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5. MAMMALS 

This section presents Inuit oral data regarding the distribution, hunting and importance of 
mammal species other than tuktuk: akhak (grizzly bear), amagok (wolf), kalvik (wolverine), 
omingmak (muskox), okalik (Arctic hare), hikhik (ground squirrel), and nattik (seal). Many of 
these species were secondary food sources for Inuit and used if tuktuk were not available.  

5.1. Akhak (Grizzly Bear) 

Akhak (grizzly bears) were important animals for Inuit and there were many legends about 
them. Akhak were one of the animals that you should not talk about, else you risked having 
them avoid you if you desired to hunt them, or you risked an attack. Some consultants had 
no experience with akhak as their areas of use were outside of the range of akhak.  

There was a strong sense of the dangerous nature of akhak and the importance of treating 
these animals with respect. Some consultants felt that akhak didn’t have any spiritual 
importance; they were dangerous animals and nuisances. If akhak became a problem, they 
had to be killed.  

5.1.1. Inuit Use of Akhak 

Akhak were a good source of food in the spring and fall because they became really fat. 
Akhak fat was good to eat and was also burned in the kudlik (oil lamp). All of the meat, fat 
and the pelt were used by Inuit. Some consultants mentioned that use of akhak by Inuit in 
the present had decreased. Akhak were hunted in spring upon den emergence and in fall, 
before denning.  

5.1.2. Abundance and Distribution 

Akhak were extensively distributed throughout the NTKP study area (Figure 16). There had 
been an increase in the numbers and distribution of akhak in recent times, especially in 
coastal areas. Frequent forest fires may have been responsible for driving grizzly bears 
further north, along with black bears and omingmak (muskox). People were seeing black 
bears where they had never seen them before.  

Akhak typically were seen in spring and fall, during fish spawning runs, and caribou 
migration. The movements of akhak were associated with the major river systems and their 
watersheds. Akhak were occasionally seen on Killinik (Victoria Island). Their movements were 
associated with major river systems and their watersheds (Figure 17). 

C3 “… There must be more grizzly bears around Kilokgiktok (Bathurst Inlet). 

Kugyoak (Perry River) also has bear tracks sometimes. Further south near Kingaok 

there must be more grizzlies. In the past I heard of them being around there.” 

C16a “Grizzlies eat the young calves and even adult caribou, both sizes of caribou. 

They get the calves by Hiukkittak and all around there at Gordon Bay… 
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We saw a grizzly take a caribou at Kikiktakafalok (Rideout Island). The caribou was 

resting in a shaded area where it was cooler. At that time myself, Kingagolik and 

another person from Cambridge Bay got caribou… That time I had my whole family 

with me. 

We were using a big boat. Kingagolik and I were going to the caribou. The caribou 

was running back and forth, trying to escape the mosquitoes and then it ran to a 

shaded area. We kept walking towards it. We couldn’t see it and we kept walking to 

where we had seen it. We turned the corner very slowly to see where the caribou 

was but to our surprise a grizzly was attacking it. The grizzly had its jaws around the 

neck and stayed still for a long time… After the caribou went down, the grizzly 

released its hold. 

The grizzly held the caribou by the neck for a long, long time until it was dead. When 

the grizzly was going to eat it we left quietly, trying not to let the grizzly know that 

we were there. When it started to eat we watched it for a while and then we left. We 

started to get scared so we went home. The caribou was a bull, with big antlers. 

Soon after that we all left without having any tea. We traveled somewhere else to 

set up our camp… We kept thinking that the bear was going to come to where we 

were. They are scary animals.” 

C17 “I’ve seen grizzly bears fishing on the creek behind the house here, at Muskox 

Creek…” 

C51 “In the summer I see grizzly bears almost anywhere where there is an abundance 

of meat, such as on the caribou migration routes. I also find that the bears work the 

eskers for hikhik. They dig out the hikhik and feed on them.” 

C214 “Too many grizzlies, around here (large area to the west of Kilogiktok (southern 

Bathurst Inlet and north Kilokgiktok (Western River)). There are always grizzlies 

around here, near here (north Tahikafalok (Bathurst Lake)). Even the people from 

Bathurst Inlet (Kingaok) are talking about them. They're always coming to camp. 

There are always grizzlies around Bathurst Inlet (Kingaok) now…” 

5.1.3. Dens 

C4Oming “Bears make their dens on the river slopes and around the coast. Long ago 

Inuit used bows to hunt them.” 

C11 “The bears’ dens are found where the land is high, on a sandy ground or in rock 

caves.” 

C16a “… Around Omingmaktok (at the point) we caught a grizzly making a den… 

The bear had made it quite deep but never returned back to it…” 
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C17 “… Around here (northwest of Kingaok on the coast), there's a bear den… an 

old one. There is one too an old one, around the narrows (north of Fishing Lake) and 

around there… (on Banks Peninsula, north of Kikiagyok). Those are the three I know 

of… There is another one across there (near coast west of Kenyon Lake).” 

C29 “I've seen grizzly bears close to Kugyoak (Perry River)… sometimes at Kunayok 

(between Kolgayok (Tingmeak River) and Kunayok (Ellice River)) and over here (at 

Ekalivik (Footprint River) and Banks Peninsula near Hanigakhik). I've seen some at 

Naoyak (an area north of Naoyak (Parry Bay)). In all these areas there are grizzly 

bears because that is where there are dens…  

I've seen some grizzly bears walking near their dens during the spring when I was 

wolf hunting.” 

5.2. Amagok (Wolf) 

Amagok were found wherever there were caribou. As a result, Inuit generally hunted the two 
species together. Prior to the fur trade, Inuit hunted amagok for their fur, to be used as trim 
on clothing, and for wolf pups for breeding with their sled dogs. The meat was thrown away 
or fed to dogs. If they lacked food, Inuit would eat amagok.  

When their pelts became highly valued, amagok were, and continue to be, highly sought 
after by Inuit. With incentives such as bounties and high pelt prices, Inuit began to specifically 
target amagok in certain areas, and at certain times of year.  

5.2.1. Distribution and Harvesting Areas 

Inuit traveled extensive distances in search of amagok, as far west as Emakyoak (Great Bear 
Lake) and as far south as Hannigayok (Back River). Hunting areas for amagok included 
Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet), east to Kugyoak (Perry River), Elu Inlet, Hannigayok (Back 
River), the northwest coast, and extensive areas inland especially around Tahikyoak 
(Contwoyto Lake) (Figure 18). Bathurst Inlet was a well-known amagok hunting area among 
Kitikmiut (Figure 19). 

Mining developments such as Lupin at Tahikyoak and various exploration properties created 
opportunities to kill amagok that had been attracted because of inadequate food 
management practices and poorly managed landfills. Amagok also frequented the Lupin 
mine because tuktuk were there, and because of the abundance of okalik (arctic hares). 

C4Kug “… One time from Kugluktuk we traveled to the other side (east of Bathurst 

Inlet) of Omingmaktok. We hunted wolves there. We had caribou outside our tent 

and found two wolves eating the caribou meat.” 

C5 “Wolves usually have their dens around here (two areas in east Kent Peninsula) 

and also along this river (mouth of Angimayak). Along this creek (Fishing Creek and 

east) they also den… Long ago they used to den around here (near mouth of 

Tingmeak River)…” 
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C11 “The wolves go anywhere on the land to rest or den. Resting on the land is very 

important for the wolves. They don't stay in one place too long, they are always 

going to where there's food for them.”  

He mapped a number of important areas for wolves north and south of Beechey 

Lake 

C11 “This is where we've hunted wolves travelling by kayak (an area on Kunayok 

(Ellice River) where it changes direction from southeast to south)… We were 

hunting for wolves during the spring, around here… 

We were hunting and killing wolves that were worth $5.00 a piece a long time ago. 

Their furs were not that nice, we were just after their heads. About 1944, long ago, 

we would hunt wolves for their heads only, for some cash, it seems cheap now, it was 

$5.00 for a wolf head. When there were a lot of wolves sometimes we would get 

$15.00, $20.00, $40.00, something like that.” 

C16a “Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) always has some caribou… We traveled in this 

area with Kapolak(s) and Hagialok(s). Hagialok (Jessie), from Kingaok, must have 

talked about that area. That area always has wolves. You always see them because 

there are usually caribou around.  

We traveled through that area with dogs, when Kapolak was still alive… We were 

neighbors that time. In the spring (we went) hunting wolves and looking for young 

wolf pups. It used to be lots of fun when we used to get the young wolf pups from 

their dens. You could see wolves anywhere, anytime during the day because the days 

were long then. There are lots of wolves up there. (We saw them) even when we 

stayed there for a just a while. Nogalaak was still alive then. 

The wolves around there seem to catch caribou all the time. We saw many wolf kills 

when we were looking for young wolf pups around Beechey Lake. That is why people 

from Cambridge Bay are always hunting wolves around there…” 

C16a “We always see wolves around here (south Beechey Lake), all over this area. We 

always hunt wolves around there.” 

C17 “Wolves are mostly across (on the east side of Bathurst Inlet) when we first see 

them in spring. They come down from Tinney Hills and anywhere around Bathurst.” 

C25 “The land we call Hannigayok inland (Back River), the middle of our land, gets full 

of wolves, even at Tahikyoak (Contwoyto) sometimes. Those places always have 

some sort of food. That place south of Kingaok is called Hannigayok. All the people 

know of Hannigayok… 

All this area has lots of wolves and this is where they den, (on the east and west side 

of Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake). In the spring this area is full of caribou and that is 
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why the wolves stay around there, because the caribou migrate through here… 

There are always lots of caribou migrating through here, where we call Hannigayok. 

The caribou stop because of this river. That is why there are always lots of wolves 

there. Once the river breaks (up in the spring, caribou are found) on both sides of the 

river. I think that is the reason why wolves stay around there.  

Sometimes the caribou stop at Hanningayuk (Beechey lake) when they are having 

their calves… I've heard that sometimes there would be many wolves around and 

they sometimes reach the houses. All this land is full of wolves. In the spring, when 

the caribou are having their calves, they sometimes have to stop because that river 

(Back River) is very strong.  

We call that river Hannigayok (Back River) and it goes along ways. It's hard to say 

how far. Amigaiknik knows about the lower (northern) part of Hannigayok. That 

river flows to the ocean. Amigaiknik also said the lower part could get lots of wolves 

sometimes. Inuit would harvest wolves when they go there… Both sides (of the 

river) are very rough. All this area is very rough.” 

C25 “… At this place (Kilogiktok (Western River)) there was a Hudson's Bay Store, 

the very first one. The equipment there is really old and worn. I don't know when 

there were white people there but I know that there was a retail store there. They 

had a house by the point (far south Bathurst Inlet)… It's hard to say how long there 

was a store there… I never knew it was there until long after it had closed. That land 

is very beautiful where the store was…  

It used to be fun to hunt from there because there could be lots of wolves around 

that area, as it’s a caribou travel route…” 

C51 “There are wolf harvesting areas up at George Lake, which is still an exploration 

site. There’s one site just on the Burnside (Ayapakpaktokvik)… There is another 

exploration site on the Hood River…” 

C204 “And also here's a good place for wolves on the point south (south point of 

Kaogyok (Quadyuk Island) across from Elliott Point)." 

5.2.2. Denning Areas 

C21 “… Some of the wolves have dens and some don't use dens when they are giving 

birth… In the spring when they can't reach the den sites the wolves give birth 

anywhere on the land away from their dens, where it's rocky or by the river banks. 

When they reach their dens sometimes they start giving birth right away…” 

C25 “… The wolves always hunt from their dens; they hunt what is easy to catch 

from around there. The wolves are like us too. They hide where it’s rough and hunt 

the caribou. That’s why there these sandy area by the riverbanks are full of wolf 
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dens. Those areas at Tahikyoak (Contwoyto) and Hanigayok (Back River) have lots of 

wolves in the spring. Those areas are full of wolves even during the winter…” 

C17 “Wolves mostly den around here, by this small part of the ocean (northwest of 

Kingaok on the coast). I know one wolf den here (just south of Bathurst Inlet lodge). 

(There is another one) here too (near a creek on the mainland, south of Fishing 

Lake)… There is one here at Tagionoak (Goulburn Lake) but it is an old one, right by 

that creek.” 

C21 “There are many wolf dens over here (Hanikgahiagohik) because there are many 

wolves found around there… Even over here (across Kingaok on the east side of 

Bathurst Inlet) and also at Kunayok (Ellice River), Kolgayok (Tingmeak River), 

Etibliakyok (Kent Peninsula isthmus) and Cambridge Bay… 

The places where I know there are wolf dens are Hanningayuk (northeast Beechey 

Lake), Tahikyoak (central-east Contwoyto)… and at Baillie Bay. The wolves always 

have dens at those places. I saw their dens as a young boy when I walked anywhere 

so that is how I know of these den sites… 

There are dens near Enotkoahak, near the high hills (southern Tinney Hills). There are 

many dens that I know of. Some of the wolves have dens (to give birth in) but some 

don't use dens while they are giving birth…” 

C26 “Wolves make their dens where it's easier to dig, such as where it's sandy by the 

rivers. There are lots of dens around there (Kunayok (Ellice River) near the delta and 

Hiukkittak mouth)…” 

5.3. Fox 

Foxes, particularly tigiganiak (Arctic foxes), were the most important species in the fur trade 
for Inuit. They were the main reason that Inuit ran traplines. Some Inuit traveled long 
distances to trap, a testament to the importance of the money and goods obtained from 
selling tigiganiak pelts. One consultant talked about Inuit from north of Baker Lake traveling 
into the western Kitikmeot by dogteam to trap.  

Because of the importance of trapping and widespread distribution of foxes, consultants did 
not map fox areas. They indicated that their main travel routes (Figure 7) were also main 
harvesting routes, including trapping. Traplines were placed along travel routes and near 
camps (Figure 20). Their locations were a function of whether Inuit were inland or coastal, 
and where they usually over-wintered. Many of these traplines are still used today.  

If there was a lot of prey on the land, there would be many foxes. The fox populations 
crashed when the numbers of lemmings and voles crashed. If many mice, lemmings and 
Snowy Owls were seen, it meant that there would be many foxes to trap in the winter. The 
population cycle ranged from three to six years. Population crashes had a direct impact on 
Inuit trappers and their ability to purchase supplies. When the fox populations crashed, Inuit 
had a hard time. 
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Inuit continue to trap but this activity decreased in importance in recent years. Consultants 
attributed the lack of interest to low pelt prices, Inuit working for mining companies, and the 
availability of welfare. Anti-fur activists from the south had helped to decrease the demand 
for fur and to lower pelt prices. Some of the elders lamented that young Inuit were no longer 
interested in learning how to trap and handle fur properly. 

5.3.1. Fox Distribution and Inuit Traplines 

The ranges of tigiganiak and kayuktok (red fox) overlapped widely. However, to the north of 
this shared range Arctic foxes were dominant and to the south, red foxes were more 
numerous. Arctic foxes extended north to the Arctic islands where red foxes were absent. 
Arctic foxes were largely absent closer to the boreal forest. One consultant indicated that 
where interactions occurred red foxes were dominant over white foxes and would eat them 
especially if white foxes were found in traps.  

Colour variations of kayuktok, including silver, were more common inland than on the coast 
and on ocean islands. Some foxes were semi-migratory and traveled to the coast in the 
spring to feed on newborn seals. Within the area of overlap consultants could be referring to 
white fox, red fox, or both species. 

The major fox trapping areas for people from Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) and the eastern 
coast (Figure 20) were: 

 Bathurst Inlet (Kiligiktokmik) 

 Kugyoak (Perry River) 

 Kunayok (Ellice River) 

 Kilingoyak (Kent Peninsula) 

 Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) 

 Hannigayok (Back River) 

 Naoyak (Parry Bay) 

 Huikkittak 

C15 “Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay) is an important area for hunting… In the summer 

we hunted caribou and trapped in the winter (camping area at Kilanaktokvik south 

of Omingmaktok)…I trapped from Kingaok (major camps at mouth of 

Ayapakpaktokvik (Burnside River) at Kilogiktook (Burnside Bay) and more inland 

north of Emnangnatiit).” 

C16a “… When I was a young man, I went from Hiukkittak to Kingaok and 

Kikiktakafalok to trap. At that time I learned how to trap (near Hiukkittak). … I used 

to trap with others from Kingaok to up there (along east edge of Bathurst Inlet north 

to Elu Inlet)…” 

C16a “… When we were first married we traveled from Hiukkittak to Naoyak (Parry 

Bay). Since then… we stayed at Naoyak… This was when we used to use dog teams 

(travel and trapping route from Hiukkittak up Bathurst inlet and north)… ” 

C25 “All this area along the coast, this area down there, way down there to the ocean 

(north shore and northern interior of Kilingoyak) has many grassy areas so it is full of 
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white fox… This has been a trapping area for a long time, around Kilingoyak and 

around the coast. That is where Inuit mostly trap, all along the coast and shorelines, 

all around there… There is quite a big area that has mostly foxes. I trapped it for a 

very long time.  

Along the coast you could catch more foxes than inland by Tahikyoak because it’s too 

far inland. Even though there are foxes around the rough areas you can't catch that 

many. The land down by the coastline has more foxes than that area inland. These 

foxes eat fat from around the coastlines and that is why there are more foxes around 

the coast…” 

C29 “Areas important for fox are found around Kugyoak (Perry River), Kunayok 

(Ellice River)… Ekalokpilik, near Kingaok, Etibliakyok (Kilingoyak isthmus), near 

Naoyak (Parry Bay) and also at Omingmaktok…” 

C214 “I was here with my grandfather, grandmother and grandfather, this is when 

we were little; this is where we grew up (north shore of Hanningayuk six-km 

northwest of Kongok). People used to trap around here a long time ago, in the 

winter.” 

5.3.2. Fox Dens 

Fox dens were found in small or large eskers where it was sandy and not rocky. Dens were on 
either flat ground or steep slopes. Denning areas included locations where sand accumulated 
such as river and creek banks, kames, grassy areas and wetlands near waterfowl nesting 
sites, along creeks, and along the ocean.  

Fox dens were similar to hikhik (ground squirrel) dens and often found in the same places. 
Foxes could return to the same location to den but not necessarily to the same den. In 
winter, resting dens (not to be confused with natal dens) were dug into snow banks. 
Tigiganiak and kayuktok used the same dens but not at the same time. 

Although not well mapped, consultants indicated that fox dens were widely distributed 
across the landscape. Areas having tigiganiak (white fox) dens included Ellice River 
(Kunayok), Perry River (Kugyoak), Ahiak (near Kugyoak), Kilingoyak (Kent Peninsula), 
Kongokyoak (south Kilingoyak), and Killinik (Victoria Island).  

Tigiganiak denning areas to the west and inland included the Novok (Cape Krusenstern) 
coast, the coast between Grays Bay and Bathurst Inlet, Napaktolik, Kaomaogaktok, 
Tahikyoak, Aimaokatalok (Kathawachaga Lake), Kingalhoak (Nose Lake) and Tahikafalok 
(Bathurst Lake). The distribution of denning areas for kayuktok (red fox) was similar but with 
fewer locations along the coast. 

C16a “Foxes have dens around Kongoayok (south of Melville Sound)… There are lots 

of dens around here when you travel through the land. Even though the dens are far 

apart, sometime they get trapped… When I trapped the white foxes, I'd catch at 

least one.” 

C51 “Foxes den mostly in eskers and esker type areas. These areas sometimes might 
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not even be eskers, just areas where there is soft sand.” 

5.4. Kalvik (Wolverine) 

Before the fur trade kalvik had little importance to Inuit because they were not common and 
hard to trap. Mostly they were regarded as pests that caused damage by breaking into 
caches, destroying property and stealing food. However, from the beginning of the fur trade, 
kalvik pelts were consistently high in value and sought after. The use of kalvik fur as trim on 
parkas is a relatively recent custom but this local use by Inuit became very important. In the 
past, Inuit used wolverine pelts as fur mats when hunting seals.  

5.4.1. Inuit Use of Kalvik 

Life on the land was often very difficult, and Inuit took advantage of all resources on the 
land. If they were hungry, they would eat kalvik but they needed to cook the meat for a long 
time before it was edible.  

During the fur trade Inuit hunted kalvik however they could, by stalking them, and by using 
rifle-traps when firearms became available. When steel traps and snowmachines were 
introduced Inuit became very effective in hunting kalvik and the personal use of pelts 
increased.  

5.4.2. Distribution and Harvesting Areas 

Kalvik were well distributed on the mainland. They always occurred in low densities but in 
general numbers were stable and had not changed over time. Fewer kalvik occurred on the 
mainland coast compared to inland. Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake) was an important kalvik 
area, due to the abundance of caribou there (Figure 21). In recent times more wolverine were 
being seen south of Melville Sound. Kiligiktokmik (Bathurst Inlet) and the areas surrounding 
the communities of Omingmaktok and Kingaok were noted as important for wolverine 
(Figure 22). Little information on kalvik in southern Kiligiktokmik was provided. 

Few kalvik had been seen at Cambridge Bay but they were now becoming more common on 
Killinik (Victoria Island), as were wolves, because of the increase in numbers of Island 
caribou. Wherever tuktuk and okalik (arctic hare) occurred, so did kalvik. 

Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake) was an important area for wolverine because of the importance 
of the area to Inuit, and because of caribou. Today Inuit from the coastal communities travel 
inland by snowmachine in winter to Tahikyoak specifically to hunt wolverine and wolves. 

C3 “Wolverine are found more around Omingmaktok and Ayapakpaktokvik 

(Kilogiktook (Burnside Bay) area) than around here (Cambridge Bay). Sometimes 

there are some around Kugyoak (Perry River). Inuit used to catch them long ago…” 

C11 “The wolverine… have their dens in the rocky area, even on the edge of the cliffs. 

Wolverine have dens anywhere, even on the snow.” 

C11 mapped wolverine occurrence in a large area north and west of James River; 

mid-Bathurst Inlet near Kingaok; on Kent Peninsula, an area south of Kongokyoak; 

and near Wentzel River. 
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Figure 21.   Inuit Traditional Knowledge -
Kalvik (Wolverine) Distribution and Inuit Hunting Areas

in the NTKP Study Area
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C17 “Anywhere around Bathurst (Inlet) is important for wolverine. They are found all 

over, even on the ice but they spend more time on the land.” 

C17 mapped an important kalvik area near the island of Kaogyok (Quadyuk Island). 

C21 “Wolverine stay under rocks or in crevices where they escape to… Here around 

Kingaok (and southeast Bathurst Inlet) they always go into these crevices and over 

here too (south of Kongokyoak on Kent Peninsula)…” 

C23 “When I used to stay inland I saw a lot of wolverine during the winter when I 

used to trap. When I chased them they would escape or disappear right away… I 

never saw a lot of wolverine around the ocean but inland you could see them 

together sometimes.” 

C25 “… Those lakes from Kingaok (speaking of Bathurst Inlet south of Kingaok)… 

take a long time to cross. If we couldn’t travel fast with skidoos it would take a long 

time. When we were hunting wolverine we used skidoos, me, Nanigoak and 

Avingana. 

This lake (south arm of Bathurst Inlet) takes a long time to cross and this one too 

(southwest arm of Bathurst Inlet that leads to Ekalokhiokvik or Tahikafalok Lake)… I 

spent a day or a couple of days, making day trips (three places: south of Kingaok, 

northeast of Emnangnatiit and east of Hanimok (Mara River) hunting wolverine. We 

used to travel through there from here (to old trading post called Kilogiktok from 

Kingaok) using that lake (south arm of Bathurst Inlet).” 

C25 “I've never seen many wolverine before, not like wolves… These wolverine sure 

can travel a long ways, even they are slow. They travel steadily without tiring, always 

looking for food… 

These areas close to Omingmaktok, all the way to Kingaok, close to Kingaok and 

further south around Hannigayok (Back River), Tahikyoak (Contwoyto Lake), and the 

rough area close to Kingaok are important for wolverine… Inuit have gotten 

wolverine before from Omingmaktok, Hannigayok, and Tahikyoak… We got some 

wolverine from the coast but they seemed to be carrying food back to the rough 

areas…” 

C25 “I've seen many wolverine around the rock crevices where they bring back food 

to their dens… close to Omingmaktok and Kingaok. I’ve also seen them in the rough 

areas where we have buried food before, close to Tahikyum (north Contwoyto) and 

Bathurst, around the snow banks… 

In all this land area around Omingmaktok… I've found dens in the rock crevices and 

snow banks, when I'm hunting in those areas…” 

C29 “… Wolverine mostly live in rocky rough areas… They are found around 
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Omingmaktok…” 

5.4.3. Abundance and Habitat Use 

In some areas, at certain times, there could be many kalvik on the land. Some elders believed 
that kalvik were scarcer now because snowmachines had made them easy for Inuit to 
capture and kill. Areas around communities such as Kugluktuk had been especially affected. 
One consultant said there were fewer kalvik on ocean islands because of over-hunting. 
Another said that there used to be many wolverine at Tahikyoak in the past but the shift in 
hunting focus from the coast to inland was having an impact.  

The habitat types most important for wolverine were rocky areas, crevices and cliffs. Rocky 
habitat was used as security and hiding cover, especially to escape Inuit hunters. Cliffs were 
used for scavenging and for caching food. Other habitat use of wolverine was determined by 
the distribution of their primary prey, caribou. 

Wolverine natal dens were found in rocky areas and areas with cliffs. Wolverine did not den 
in eskers or dig holes in the ground for denning. A den consisted of snow tunnels within 
boulder fields terminating in a crevice. Wolverine could use willows for bedding material. In 
winter, wolverine used snow dens or burrows dug in snow. These types of dens were used by 
both males and females for resting and for escape. 

C29 “The wolverine hunting and den sites are found where there are caribou because 

they eat caribou that were killed by other animals… They rest in their dens, in snow 

dens and in rock crevices. They have snow dens just about anywhere. Some 

wolverine are very smart when they run away towards rocks or rocky areas.” 

C51 “The areas that (are important for wolverine) have a lot of rabbits.” 

5.5. Omingmak (Muskox) 

Prior to the arrival of Europeans, omingmak was one important element in Inuit diet that by 
necessity was varied, in space and in time. Omingmak were used when caribou and seals 
were not available. Inuit hunted them during all seasons except summer. Nunamiut hunted 
omingmak during the winter, as they were a source of fresh meat when tuktuk were 
wintering in the boreal forest and not accessible. 

5.5.1. Inuit Use of Omingmak 

Omingmak provided a wealth of needed materials. Omingmak meat and fat, if taken from a 
suitable animal and at a suitable time, was tasty and appreciated by Inuit. Omingmak fat was 
not used for the kudlik (stone oil lamp) because omingmak were not sufficiently numerous, 
compared to caribou. The hide was too thick and too stiff to be used for clothing and but was 
used as bedding under caribou skins and for dog mats. Part of the hide might be used for 
trim. Wigs were made out of the thick omingmak hair to protect the head from biting insects. 
Omingmak horns were made into cups, bowls, carvings, fish spears, parts of bows, and ulu 
handles.  

Before rifles Inuit hunted omingmak using bows and arrows. The best season to kill 
omingmak was in the fall after the animals grew new coats and were fat, and before the 
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rutting season while the meat was still good. Omingmak coats were of good quality in the 
winter.  

In summer, omingmak were skinny, the pelt quality was poor, and the meat was not good to 
eat. The larger bulls had tough meat, and Inuit preferred the smaller female cows and young 
animals. Less desirable meat would be fed to the dogs. 

5.5.2. Distribution and Abundance 

When the consultant elders were children, during the first half of the 1900s, omingmak were 
scarce. The elders remembered stories told by their parents and grandparents of times when 
muskox had been abundant. The widespread decimation of muskox populations throughout 
the 1800s to supply whalers and the fur trade inflicted hardship on Inuit.  

A regulation implemented in 1917 prohibited hunting of omingmak by European and Inuit 
alike (Abrahamson et al. 1964). This regulation did not deter Inuit from hunting the animals if 
they needed food, but it ended up causing conflict among Inuit and the authorities. In recent 
times populations have recovered and omingmak have re-colonized areas that have been 
vacant for many years. 

There had been a general increase in numbers and distribution of omingmak, and of both 
omingmak and tuktuk in the Elu Inlet area and on Killinik (Victoria Island). A number of 
consultants believed there was an inverse relationship between tuktuk and omingmak and 
that as the omingmak moved in, tuktuk left. 

Places where omingmak occurred and locations were Inuit hunted them included Killinik, 
much of the coastal mainland, and inland as far south as Exeter Lake north of Lac de Gras 
(Figure 23). Because few areas were mapped within the Sabina local study area for 
omingmak, a map is not provided. 

C16a “Long ago our parents harvested muskox at Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay). We 

used to go with them there and I used to follow without shooting. (Tommy) 

Maghagak (my older brother) didn't have a wife then. Later he got married and I did 

too. When they went hunting at Kangihokyoak for muskox I used to follow them. 

That time there were hardly any caribou around…” 

C16a “… Komak(s) and us walked to Hanningayuk (Beechey Lake) from Kingaok. 

People always had camp sites around there (at Tudlak). When we got there that time 

there were no caribou. We didn't know but there was a muskox just below us. When 

we got it, it was really nice to have some good meat because there were no caribou 

around.” 

C17 “Muskox are found behind Aniakhiokvik (Fishing Creek). They mostly are on the 

mainland here, so they are mostly found east of Bathurst Inlet. They are also found 

west of Bathurst but not very often. They are found year around there but I haven’t 

seen them crossing.” 

She also mapped areas of muskox occurrence inland northwest of Ekalokhiokvik 

and at Koatak. 
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C17 “During the summer we see muskox around Swan Lake (Tagionuak) (north of 

Muskox Creek). They are always found around there, close to the shore… I think 

there are more muskox than before. 

If it’s too hot muskox go close to the water. If it's cool and there aren’t many bugs 

they go up high a little bit…” 

C17 “We went over here once a long time ago camping (south of Bathurst Lake). This 

was in the 1980s, in the spring. There were caribou there and wolves, lots of wildlife 

like muskox. Bathurst caribou." 

C21 “When I was a young man and staying around here (two coastal areas near 

Cambridge Bay) you hardly saw any muskox. We always stayed along the coast east 

of Cambridge Bay during the winter and traveled to other areas. There were hardly 

any muskox around Cambridge Bay or in the east. Very recently, since I turned into an 

adult and getting older, there are lots of muskox. Seems like the muskox migrated 

from the west. There are so many now…” 

C43 “There are lots of muskox just about anywhere in the whole Arctic, all along the 

coast and islands, mostly around the coast (from Kugakyoak on the west coast to 

Otkohikhalik (Wentzel River) on the east coast). Some might have eighty or ninety in 

a herd. I just saw about eighty in a herd over at Kugakyoak. There were lots of 

muskox.” 

5.6. Tuktukvak (Moose) 

Tuktukvak (moose) were primarily known and used by Inuit living near the treeline. Only 
some consultants had experience with tuktukvak. Like omingmak (muskox), tuktukvak were 
increasing in numbers and distribution. Occasionally tuktukvak were found at extensive 
distances from the boreal forest, predominantly when they had followed river corridors 
north. 

When they did occur, tuktukvak were found around the coastline near Kugluktuk and in the 
Kingaok area. Noted areas for tuktukvak were adjacent to the treeline, the Coppermine River 
area especially Pingnikyoak (Big Bend), Kugluk (Bloody Falls), Kugluktuk, Paatlik (Rae River), 
Kognahik (Richardson River) and Kugluktoalok (Tree River). A tuktukvak had been killed near 
Tahikyoak (Courageous Lake).  

C5 “I've never seen a moose around here (Cambridge Bay) before. Long ago Hanialiak 

got a moose… by Kingaok, by the side of this big bay at Kangihokyoak (Portage Bay). 

He got a moose from there when he was hunting caribou by boat during fall.” 

C17 “(I’ve seen moose) at about the same place around here, (by Kringaun Hill, south 

of Kingaok). Tony Akolok thought it was a horse. He was about 15 or 17 years old and 

he was out hunting alone. He came back and said, ‘Dad I've seen a horse.’ I couldn't 

believe him so we went to see what it was. 
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Allen shot a moose not too long ago, around (northwest side of) Kangihokyoak 

(Portage Bay)… We see one about maybe every four to six years. We are getting 

more now it seems compared to back then. We see them just in winter, when we can 

travel with skidoos.” 

5.7. Small Mammals – Okalik, Hikhik & Avingak 

In times of food shortages, particularly when caribou and seals were unavailable, okalik 
(arctic hares) and hikhik (ground squirrels) were critically important to Inuit. Inuit killed Arctic 
hares with bows and rifles and they also ran traplines for them. After the caribou spring 
migration Inuit hunted hikhik when waiting for spawning fish to arrive in the creeks from the 
lakes, and while looking for caribou. They hunted hikhik beginning in late spring and 
throughout the summer, concentrating on riverbanks where higher densities were found. 
Inuit also hunted hikhik in the fall, when they were fat. The distribution of both okalik and 
hikhik was said to be extensive. 

Compared to the wildlife species that they used for food, Inuit consultants knew less about 
avingak (small mammals) such as lemmings, voles and shrews. As keen observers, however, 
they documented the importance of avingak to the diets of predators, and the role that 
these small prey had in the population fluctuations of their predators. 

5.7.1. Okalik 

Okalik were particularly fat and tasty during mild winters. Inuit ate the meat and the stomach 
contents. Okalik skins were thin which limited their durability for clothing. A cloth or other 
backing had to be sewn onto the skin to prevent it from tearing. Okalik fur was used as trim 
on the atigi (parka) and kamiit (boots), and as mitt and kamik liners, however its primary use 
was for children’s clothing.  

The skins were made into booties that fit outside of the kamik, chin guards and bibs for their 
atigi, and duffels for packing children on their mother’s backs. Okalik skin was also used as 
sanitary pads, sled blankets, and was sewn onto the soles of the kamiit to provide a 
soundproof and comfortable pad for seal hunting. During the fur trade Inuit sold okalik skins. 

Okalik were found all over, inland, on the coast, Killinik (Victoria Island), and ocean islands 
(Figure 24). Within this wide distribution certain areas were especially good for hunting 
okalik, including around ocean shorelines and most of the larger Islands. Okalik frequented 
areas adjacent to human settlements (Figure 25). 

C11 “You can see hares all over the land, on the islands and under cliff areas.”  

C11 mapped okalik occurrence and dens in areas which included Kent Peninsula, 

islands in Bathurst Inlet and Western River. 

C16a “Long ago, (young) Inuit first learned to hunt the ptarmigan and the rabbits. 

Our parents used to tell us of them, even hikhik, which is what I first started hunting, 

at Hiukkittak, Kangihoakyok (Daniel Moore Bay) and at Kingaok. Those were the 

animals I was taught to hunt first… Around here Kaogyok (Quadyuk Island) I always 

hunt hikhik and rabbits…” 
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Figure 24.   Inuit Traditional Knowledge -
Okalik (Arctic Hare) and Hikhik (Ground Squirrel) Distribution

in the NTKP Study Area
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